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ground. It has been shown that whisler waves and Langmuir waves can be excited by
ionospheric heaters. The instability which produces these waves offers a potential
mechanism to generate large amplitude long period waves in the ionosphere.
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I. Introduction

This report only discusses work that has been carried out during the funding period
from Feb.1, 1990 to Jan.31, 1991 supported under Grant No. AFOSR-88-0127. This grant has
beea awarded to the Polytechnic University since Feb.1,1988. The work accomplished
during the early funding period has already been reported in the previous two years'
progress reports.

The investigation covered by the Grant deals with the physical phenomena
associated with waves in the plasmas of the ionosphere, magnetosphere, and solar wind.
The focus of the study is to explore the role of the coupled hydromagnetic waves in the
geomagnetic substorms of the magnetosphere.

During the past year, our work has achieved many interesting results, which have
all been accepted for publication. Basically, the topics of investigation are divided into four
general categories: (a) propagation and coupling of hydromagnetic waves in the

f magnetosphere. In this study, coupled hydromagnetic equations in the dipole model of
the magnetosphere are solved numerically. As an example and practical application of
this study, a reconstruction of the storm time Pc 5 waves of November 14-15, 1979 by our
numerical solution is demonstrated; (b) nonlinear wave-particle interaction in the j

magnetosphere. Energetic protons in the radiation belts are trapped by the earth's dipole
magnetic field. In the presence of large amplitude kinetic Alven waves, the trajectory of
these protons may become chaotic and anomalous cross-field diffusion of protons may

result as manifested by the proton precipitation in the equatorial region; (c) filamentation
instability of large amplitude hydromagnetic waves in the solar wind plasma. Large-

C amplitude Alven waves and magnetosonic waves are frequently observed in the high
speed streams of the solar wind. Their stability against a convective filamentation
instability are investigated thoroughly. The relevance of the study with some observations
in the space plasmas is also discussed; and (d) parametric excitation of whistler waves in
high latitude ionosphere by the HF heater transmitted from the ground. Our study shows
that whistler waves (VLF waves) together with Langmuir waves can be excited
parametrically by the EISCAT's HF heater. The proposed instability process is a potential
mechanism to generate strong artificial PC waves in the ionosphere.
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Through the support of this grant, one graduate student has completed the

requirements of the degree in August 1989. His Ph.D dissertation was included in the last

year's progress report. A new graduate student Joe Huang had been recruited to continue

the research work during the past one and half funding years.
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III. Appendix

Reprints attached to this report include:

1. Filamentation Instability of Large-Amplitude Alven Waves.

2. Combined Operation of Two Ground Transmitters for Enhanced Ionospheric Heating.

3. Spectral Broadening of VLF Radio Signals Traversing the Ionosphere.

4. Convective Filamentation Instability of Circularly Polarized Alven Wave.

5. Filamentation Instability of Magnetosonic Waves in the Solar Wind Environment.

6. Parametric excitation of Whistler Waves by HF Heater.

7. Nonlinear Wave-Particle Interaction in the Magnetosphere.

8. Temporal Evolution of HF-enhanced Plasma Lines.

9. Reconstruction of Global Micropulsations in the Magnetosphere.
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FILAMENTATION INSTABILITY OF LARGE-AMPLITUDE ALFVtN WAVES

S. P. Kuo and M. H. Whang

Weber Research Institute, Polytechnic University, Farmingdale, New York

M. C. Lee

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge

Abstract. An instability that leads to the solutions. The possible applications of Alfv6n
filamentation of large-amplitude Alfv6n waves and solitons to solar and astrophysical plasmas have been
gives rise to purely growing density and magnetic field discussed by Ovenden et aL [1983] and Spangler and
fluctuations is studied. The dispersion relation of the Sheerin [1983].
instability is derived, from which the threshold conditions Sakai and Sonnerup [1983] invcstigat. d the effects of

and the growth rates of the instability are analyzed dispersion on the modulation instability e-cited by the

quantitatively for applications to the solar wind plasma. circularly polarized Alfv6n waves. Their analysis

We have examined their dependence on the filamentation is restricted to the situations in which disper..:ve effects
spctrum, the plasma , and the pump frequency ad are weak and the wave number k of the sound wave is

intensity for both right-hand and left-hand circularly much smaller than the wave number ko of the pump
polarized Alfv6n waves. The excitation of wave (k << k). These restrictions have been lifted in

filamentation instability for certain cases of interest is the more recent work by Wong and Goldstein [1986).
They study the dispersive effects on both the modulationdiscussed and compared with that of the parametric decay and the decay instabilities in a unified manner ove- a

and modulation instability. The relevance of the Pos wide range of physical parameters. In addition, the
* instability with soe olservtions is disused, results show that - the maximum growth rate of the

1. Introduction modulation instabifity occurs as k is comparable to k.
A new but weaker instability existing in a very narrow

A great deal of interest in the stability of the MID bandwidth near k ft k. has also been revealed by
* system in the presence of finite amplitude Alfv6n their analysis.

waves has arisen in recent years [Wong and Goldstein, In this paper, i filamentation instability which has not
1986; Terasawa et al, 1986; Longtin and Sonnerup, 1986]. been considered by the previous workers is analyzed. It
It is mainly stimulated by the frequent observations of is known that a large-amplitu6e, initially uniform wave
large-amplitude hydromagnetic fluctuations in the solar propagating in a plasm can break up into filaments
wind a t I AU [Belcher and Davis, 1971], in the high-speed because of the filamentation instability [Schmidt, 1979;,

* streams of the solar wind [Abraham-Shrauner and Kuo and Schmidt; 1983]. This starts from small
Feldman, 1977], in the upstream Jovian bow shock perturbations in the plasma density, and it results in a
[Goldstein et al., 1985], and in the interplanetary shocks modulation of the plasma dielectric constant anG wave
and the terrestrial foreshck [Vinas et al., 1984; Smith et distribution, which in turn increases the density
al., 1985]. These fluctuations are generally believed to be perturbations. The purpose of the present paper is to
circularly polarized Alfv6n waves propagating show that the filamentation instability can be excited
almost exactly field aligned. A class of parametric together with the parametric decay and modulation
instabilities excited by the circularly polarized instabilities by the large-amplitude circularly polarized
Alfv6n pumps has thus been investigated. Two Alfv6n waves in the solar wind. the threshold
different instability processes are currently discussed in conditi,s and the growth rates of the instability will be
the literature. One leads to the parametric decay d iermined and compared with those of the decay
instability [Galeev and Oraevskii, 1963; Sagdeev and instability and the modulation instability. Some
Galeev, 1969; Cohen and Dewar, 1974; Terasawa.et al., observatijns will be discussed for -corroborating the
1986], and the other one gives rise -to the 'modulation oiedicted characteristic of the proposed instabirlty.
instability [Lashmore-Davies, 1976; ionson and Ong, 1976; The orsanizaon of the piper is-as follows. In-section
Goldstein, 1978; -Derby, 1978; -ongtin-and-Sonnerup, 1986]. 2 we derive the coupling equations for Alfvrn
Moreover, the modulation instability has also been sidebands, and the purely ,rowing:magnetostatic .ode. A
analyzed in the region that describes the nonlinear dispersionrelation.- is- obtained in section 3.and analzed
evolution of the Alfv6n waves propagating along a fdr the threshold fields and the growth ratei for various
static magnetic field [Mio et al.' 1976a, b; Millhus, cases. The nimierical- fesults are also given in section 3.

A. 1976; Spngler and Sheerin, 193]. A derivative nonlinear. Finally presente in section 4 are-a su y and brief
Schrodinger equation: possessing soliton solutions is discussion.- -
derived to overn the- evdhitionf nonli Alfven wa.
On tie contrary, Ovend6e et aLt 1983]have shown that 2. Coupling E ians
the evolution of 0nli-a -Alfvi aves is governed by a
set of three coupled eqmetions which in turi are related We -iivestigate thej-proagtion and:filaentition of-;

- ~~to the nonl1iner Schrodingeeqtion with -nw soitn ducte --arge-amplitu ade, cirfe ryoaridle
( -~~~ - waves ~~in izifinite, -spatially unio ansemdd ia

S- .. constant magnetic fiBeld = -zB. The
Cop~i~-C8 byp th Anicn niiCop rit =7Imb --- coion wav mahei fi9d =__ represeWted i-

_ - --- --
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962;_ Kuo et al: Filamentation Instability of Alfv6n Waves

where B.~ is the unperturbed wave field intensity, assumed where the notations m. --cn(M) and eecl are used. one

to be ccnstant and a recl quantity for simplicity., the Plus anshowv in a self-consistent w-Py that the nonlinear
and minus signs refer to th-a right- and left-hand circular Lorentz forceg act only in the x direction, L~e-

polmzations, respectively, k, and w,~ are the wave number F A~ F.;
and anigular wave frequency, satisfying, the dispersion
relation (I - w.q .A' whri vA and (I are the We nuw subroutitute the expressions

Alfv~ n speed and the ion cyclotron frequency. v.j - (_V.j, V.)sinkx
respectively.

The zeroth-order velocity responses of electrons 2nd "'ar = ve - i
ions to the Alfv6n waves can be written as 1-~~'il

-~ ~l~t~Jfl~)V3~4 and F .le'snc
+ coc. (2) into (3)-(5). The rojation

where the subscripts e and i refer to ele--troas and Is obtained, and the iterultant equation. can be combined
ions.

The process under considiration is the sc-.ttering of te into a single coupled mode equation for the purely
unperturbed Alfven waves. into sidebands goigmptsai oe
(propagating oblique to the z direction) by the
simutanwously excited density perturbation,- associated + IkVA2/(l + k~v2A/5rlj] + CW.n
with the purely growing niagnetG~tatic modra. Let ~ /4( ()

= k be the filamentation wave vector,
the density and magnetic field perturtations of the purely Ti qaingvsteprl rwn est

growng agenostti:mode hae te exresionperturbation as a function of the Alfv~n. waves

E6 el~coskx and N = ,e7coskx - and sidebmnds. Without the nonlinear Lorentz forces, (6)
reduces to the linear dispersion relation of the

where W, and 9.are real amplitudes and -7 is thn growth magnetosonic cigeamode. The magnetostatic Mtode is,
rate; quasi -neutrality has beer assumed. The basic
equations that are linearized for analyzing the purely hera nlnearlydrvn made.ei hog h
growing modes include the continuity equations, the hen current dsitbaddsvarebyxtheed throughuth
momentum equations for both electrons and ions. and the betn cretdnsydivn yth Afv pm
ktaxwell equations: wave fields on the density perturbation of the

m3gnetostatic mode. The coupled mode equation for these

M,+ n = 0 sidebands can be derived from the following fluid

av + v. equations for electrons and ions together with the
111 +(3) Maxwell equations:

'yniVS4 + F. = (Td/n0 ).E %
W-+ VingS". + nV.) =0

-e{E 5 + tkv. 40.Q) _ *O±(8

a% - -r + V noSLi + ;Vo+)
and -*-,, -i rud

+e(E. v,1  zB,0 E+ + -16itx iB0 = -(Tjn~e)VSn4, (9)

= B u)B
an (4xn~e/c)(v,q,-v,y) 0

+ (e/Nt)(S7V - 6V X ) x (9')
Z where %~, T*j, and m(M) are the unperturbed

plasma density and the unperturbed clectron (ion) 85B (0

temperature and mass, respectively; the
are the nonlinear Lorentz forces experienced by electrons and(
and ions that reduce to the ponderomotive forces in- the -(4zn~e/c)[(hV 1j-j V)i
unmagnetiiked plasma case. In terms of and r v- 11
that represent the velocity responses of electrons and iLrts
to the unperturbed Alfv6n waves--and the
sid~tbands, respectively, h olna Lorentz forces.-are hrc.s(T+ 1).
given by_ fkuomv1 Lee, 193.We .have neglected the nonlinear Lorentz forces 4C

(-V -Vv) in -(9)- and- kept the- beating- ctrrehtu,~~ in

Pq ~ (8)' and(1) is the- driviisoufcei_ tli- 4&4i
x )J-sidebands. The. underlying -reson, is-ithkAhe purny

i(V 2.i6V~~~ x - growing-mode is- 'more ofifivendiii.ei
(6a o ni-than vilcity pirtiiitttios

- 7 -I-
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Following the functional dependence of the (1( k qu)(TOq(2kC2j/
magnetostatic mode, we express the physical quantities of
the sidebaiais as *(?Aq06B/o

SV.= ~i~ Vq -1/ ± kj~VA2UV~)(-nW/.no)(Bp/Bo) (16)

+ i6v,.inke i"os.V + C.C. Equation (16) showt the sideband fields to be produced
+ ~ by the pump field and the purely growing density

+ ~ perturbation of the magnetostatic mode. Thus, equations
B =(+i~~~k-i~/osnx4~ e (7) and (16) form a complete coupled set of equations

+ C.C. (12) describing the proposed instability process.

where the upper sideband (k = k,, + k, w w, + ri) 3 iprinRlto
and lower sideband (k = k-k, tu, = wo -(iy)*) With the aid of (2), (13), (14), and (6), the coupling
propagate together along the magnetic field and form a term on the right-hand side of (7) can be expressed
standing wave pattern across the magnetic field, o. ,iitya
are unknown parameters defining the polarizations of the
Alfv~n sidebands and will be determined shortly, (-~=~l~~)kv2/q) 2

the expressions of SE+ can be obtained from
the Faraday law. . (1k/OkWF(4ykqlV2)

Substituting, (12) into (8)-(l1) and eliminating O
S6n from (8) and (9), we first obtain +{mM(ck)ltJ)(/f(k)

=ll+ -(%/ko)6B±/B 0

6 =, -o~j 4(/k)SV 4/B0  %( *2t/
-V+ [(kovA2/ub) (Z/no)(BP/B0 ) (W./fk)S(B i%2ff(P/)/f (17)

-( 
2/Vu)(Ook 26C2_j)( 1;cz4-/D9)

- Substituting (17) into (7) and combining the resultant* LSB/Bd]j/f with (16), we finally obtain the dispersion relation

01,. = :FRu)(o2/o)nn)B/o

2 9+ OVA /I+ ~kVVA2/%)kcs2 +2k (koVAI/-b)~+ (lN)'+ (k)(q/) (/ ko2cs2 1)
*k/ [ = ±2klg(&- 2/t(OW t 2-)(fXBIBf)2

6-=+ -(ko/k)((q/ubft[ l%/l 2 (kvA/t (l4k-/kO2{%/ 0
2 V2)A~4mM(la) ~4J

* ~'/n )( ,I 0)-(/f O/lyk) VtAwO)( l o+/1j)]D(BP/B 0)
2

+ (%k)Icb/09/oY (13)2 2

where f I 1 *k/)(/W)(_ 2 (%2 k0
2c 2-l)//ck!OCvA2 %(1I

The missing component rvt can be obtained from the z Equation (18) is a general expression of the dispersion
compo~nent of (11), it reads relation for filamentation instability of ducted

Alfvkn waves. it will be analyzed in the
=V. 5-±+ cr(kvA2/q)(SW./Bo) ( , following discussion to determine the threshold conditions

and the growth rates of7 the instability.
Thes reatins f (3) nd (4) re henuse inshe -in principle, (18) is a quadratic equation in -Y and can

remaining two equations, i.e., the x, and y component of besldanliay.Hwersncthcofcetsf
(11, ladig o te dtemintio ofth paameer (18) are complicated functions of the constant parameters

=8 C2"I and K = k.0VA/fl and the
normalized variable parameter K = k1 k (the notations

((I±%/1j~j1-used 02. )by WogadGoldstein [19861 are adopted). A
(f ± fk/%)k 0 ~,f~)l+k/- numerical iatuisii of (18) with different parameters is

(/f±desirable. Indoing so, -s vary Kfrom -0'to-2-and
%/f~[l~kO/9(lb2/o~c2~J] -exaine the- depiendences of the -threshold- intensity an

+(
4/t2 hj(i(ko)(2kcs.lj (15) the grow h rate on, t.and -K for -both' iijitliid -(RH)'

-and-- --efi-hind (Hy iclrl forzd
andtha ofthecoupled moeeqaions for -the Alfita-waves.- T iPetd -ia Figtrs -4Cr~ the-

- - -- - Alfv6n sidebmnds def endence- Ofth noiuid rshdjteiy
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Fig. i. Functional dependence of the threshold field Fig. 3 Dependence of t hreshold field intensity on K
intensity on K and P for low- frequency (c = 0.01) R-H and ec for L-H circularly polarized pump in high p (,
circularly polarized pump. 1.5) plasm. .

(th) on K; st = (Bp/ B )thA is obtained by 0.15) with reasonable thresholds. The dependence of the
settingi= in (18). Figures 1 and2 correspondtothe threshold on for P- 1.5 and that on 15for . 0.3R-H circularly polarized waves. It is shown that the are also shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. It

filamentation instability has a lower threshold level for a pe that the instability prefers to be excited in theregion K <0.5. Otherwise, the threshold incrhses very
wave with a smaller frequency (i.e., smaller ). In fast with L In the region K < 0.5, the threshold
addition, the threshold of the instability also varies with decreases with both 7 and P until the instability
i. For very low frequency waves (i o 0.05) the becomes forbidden for the region of very small 8 (e.g.,
threshold intensity increases with P. However, it the region below K X marked in bth Figures 3 and 4
becomes a decreasing function of P for t h 0.1. for pd0.3 and in 1.5).
This trend has been demonstrated in these two figures, We next present the growth rates of the instability.
wherein = 0.01 and 0.3 are used as the representative Shown in Figures 5 and 6 are the functional dependence
parametric values. We have excluded the threshold values of the growth rate on the wave field intensity a
in the neighborhood of X (marked on the curves from the of the R-H circularly polarized wave for low $ (- 0.5)
figures. Thiis s because in that wave number region the and high 1h.5) cases, where and K are considered
nonlinear Lorentz forces on electrons and on ions are in to be constant parameters. In order to obtain adequateopposite directions with comparable magnitude, so that the information for the dependencies of 7 in these two cases,
two terms proportional to (Bp/Bo)2 in (18) tend to two representative values for e*ch of the two p~arameters
cancel to each other and thus the threshold becomes very a and K are chosen in the figure presentation: a -f 0.01
high. and 0.3 stand for the cases of the low-frequency and

Figures 3 and 4 correspond to L-H circularly polarized high-frequency waves, respectively. We then use K , 011
waves. It is found that the instability can be excited and I to characterize the regions of large-scale and
only by waves with higher frequencies (e.g., a >_ small-scale filamentation instability, respectively. The

0.6 0.71

4c

; ;'
1..

0 2 '%0

: - ~~1.3 . "

Fig. 2. Dependence-ote threshold field-intensity on-K Fig. 4. -Depdence of the. threshc& -field -intesityon _K
andP~fr hgh frquec (a - 0.3) R:-circularly and P fo ihfrequenc a~03 LI~ccial
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1.43 3.28cw1,w.O 1. 1.5)

vCA-CO-

-5--; - - - - - - - -

or

00 - 0 1 I
Fig. 5. The dependence of the normalized growth rate Fig. 7. Dependence of j on if of a L-H

y/NkV, on the R-H circularly polarized circularly polarized pump in a plasma with P a 1.5.
pump intensity ,2. where K = 0.1 and (', A) as
indicated are set in the evaluation.

then considered for the analysis of the instabilities. The
theory developed is based on the two-fluid plasma model

In general, the fluid model is valid when the conditionresults show that, in geenera, the growth rate increases c2/ K2NP2 .< I is satisfied. I h rsn
with P and K and decreases with . For the L-H c/f i In the present
circularly polarized wave case, the instability can be work, the maximum value of the parameter KzjP/2
excited only by the high-frequency waves in the high p for K - 2, s - 0.3, and P = -.5 is 0.27, which
plasma. We therefore choose P - 1.5 and x - 0.15 and reasonaby justifies the use of the fluid model. For the
0.3 to evaluate the dependence of 'y on i?. Again K more general consideration that includes the region
- 0.1 and I are considered, and the results are presented K2eV,2 Z 1, however, a kinetic plasma model
in Figure 7. In this case, the growth rate increases with should be used.
x for K = 0.1 and becomes a decreasing function of ' The nonlinear source for the Alfv6n sidebands is
for K - 1. the beating current driven by the pump wave field on the

density perturbation of the purely growing mode, whereas
4. Summary and Discussion the nonlinear Lorentz force (which reduces to the

ponderomotive force in the umnagnefized case) introduced
We hae investigated the fiamentation instabilities of by the spatial gradient of the resultant high-frequency
l e-avplintudeirarly poelaried in aes of wave field is the driving source for the nonoscillatory

pragating-alonghe ackround moageic eldInve (i.e., the purely growing) mode. These nonlinear effects
propagating along the background iagnetic field. The result in the coupling of the nonoscillatory mode with theinstabilities are excited via the scattering of the Alfv~n sidebands through the Alfven pump wave.
unperturbed Alfv6n pumps (considered as a pump A disperion relation of the instabilities is thus derived by
wave) into sideands by the denisity pestumbaions that are combining the coupled mode equations. Solving the
associated with the simultaneously excited purely growing dispersion relation, we have determined the threshold
magoetostatic modes. A four-wave coupling process is
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fields and the growth rates for the cases of the R-H and Alfv6n waves are elmost identical. If this is
L-H circularly po!arized pump waves. We have also indeed so, tho filamentation instzbility is found to be
determined the functional dependencies of the t.rehold unstable against' the right-hand pumps in the entire K
field % on the wave number K of the region of interest. The functionil dependence of the
nonoscillatory mode, the P of the plasma, and the growth rate of the instability on K is presented in Figure
frequency x of the pump (see Figur6s 1-4). rhe 9. Again, this instability introduces nonoscillatory, cross-
dependence of the growth rate q on the pump intensity field density and magnetic fluctuations to the background
r? is examined for several sets of representative plasma and thus can be attributed to the observed
parameters (Kr) (see Figures 5-7). correlations in the magnetic and density fluctuations.

For the geophysical applications of the concerned For the other cases of right-hand-polarized waves in
instabilities, we follow the examples discussed by Wong interplanetary shocks and in the terrestrial foreshock
and Goldstein (19861. The finite amplitude Alfv6n [Vinas et al., 1984; Smith et al., 1985], the filamentation
waves that were observed in the high-speed streams of instability requires a threshold power higher than that
the solar wind and discussed by Abraham-Shrauner and used by Wong and Goldstein [1986] in each case.
Feldman [19771 are the left-hand circularly polarized
wave with K = 0.3 and q2 - 0.05. As shown by Wong Acknowledgments. This work was supported by
and Goldstein [1986], these waves are stable to both the the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, grant No.
modulational and the decay instabilities for P > 1. From AFOSR-85-0133 and AFSOR-88-0127 at the PolytechnicUniversity, and by the NASA contract NAGS-g89, Lincoln
our analysis, however, it is found that these waves are U nrsit, and the NASA contract NAGh Linl
unstable to the filamentation instability in the small K LoCenter for Electrical Engineering Education at theregion. The growth rates of the instability evaluated for Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology. The numerical
P = 1.5 are presented in Figure 8 We therefore predict
the appearance of nonoscillatory, cross-field plasma wor f ormed an
density perturbations and magnetic field perturbations in The editor thanks L. Stenflo and another referee for
the background solar wind plasma. However, these their assistance in evaluating this paper.
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Combined Operation of Two Ground Transmitters
for Enhanced Ionospheric Heating

\1 C LAi I. K M. GjRo% rFY. C. P. LIAO. D R. Ri% As'. and S. P. KaLcr

l'auvic husuii In'uui of 7ic /no/oi Catnhriikc'. .t favsac /usetr (2139. L S A
Poli ti'him t mi ersi, Farmingdale'. Vei% YorA 11735. t..4

(Recei ed April S. 1968: A(\:epied June S. 1988)

The combined operation of an HF or MF ground transmitter and a VL.F
transmitter for enhanced ionospheric heating is discussed. The HF or MIFtransmitter.
operated in a pulsed mode, can preferentially produce short-scale density striations
thait can render the nonlinear mode conmersion of the subsequently launched VLF
x\ e\ into lo\%er h~brid %%a'es. In addition to the mode con~ersion process. the
\ LF %%ax&. if inteime enough. can also excite meter-scale densit\ striations and
lo\%er h\hrid %%aves \ ia parametric instabilities. Intensified densit\ striations and
enhanced airelok% arc e'.pected. and the\ can be detected b\ incoherent backscatter
r,idars and photometer,,. respectikel\ The leasibilit\ and planning of the proposed
e\peiimetw\ are addreoNed.

I. Introduction

An experimental cherne is, discussed for enhanced ionospheric heating by the
combined operation of' to po~kerful grotind transmitters. One is an HF or MF
heater \%a\e. and the other is a VLF heater \Name. The proposed scenario is as
follo'% s.

The ionosphere is illuminated by an HF or MIF \%a\e first and. then. a VLF
\%me subsequentl\ (see Fig. 1). It has been kno%%n both theoretically and expcri-
mientalix that short-scale (i.e.. less than a fe\% meters) ionospheric irregularities can
be excited xkithin seconds by HF beater waves. M~ide it takes tens of seconds or
longer for large-scale (sa\, hundreds of meters and longer) ionospheric irregularities
to be generated (see. e.2.. GLRVC.17:FJR. 1979: FREY, et al.. 1984: COSTER

e; al.. 1985). As shown in Section 2 of this paper. short-scale ionospheric density
striations can effectively cause the nonlinear scattering of VL.F waves into lower
hy~brid ua~es. Hence. %ke only need to operate the HF or MF heater in pulsed mode
to assure the excitation of meter-scale ionospheric irregularities. During the vertical
ionospheric heating, the H F heater wave frequencies should be less than the/'0F: for
o% erdense heating of the ionospheric F region. When a M F heater is used. the wave
frequency is required to match the local electron gyrofrequency in the ionosphere to
produce short-scale ionospheric irregularities via electron cyclotron heating (LEE el
al.. 1986).
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2) HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF
PLRS?'l LINES

Pig I The propoed e'.perinienz for enhanced ionospheric heating~ Illumntion o2 the ionosphere b%
.H F oi \l0I- eround ti.annmter tirsi. and then ai X LF growund transnintter .ubstqueritI\

In addition to the nonlinear scattering process. the VLF waves. if intense
enouezh. can also excite lower hybrid waves and ionospheric irreguldrities via
parametric instabilities (LFE and KI o. 1984). The suggested diagnoses for the
expected ionospheric effects shall be discussed in Section 3. In principal, the two
different processes producing the lower hybrid waves can be experimentally
distinguished.
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2 Heater \\ axe-Induced Ionospheric Eftects

2 / Mock nver-%iofl via nonlinear v( aiieruigf pro( ezs
Various plasmna instabilities can be excited by HF heater %xaxes during

o\xerdense ionospheric heating In seconds. short-scale ionospheric densit\ striations
can be !enerated concomitantly wi~th Langmuir waxes. upper h~brid w~aves etc
Hoxxexer. it rew~air s tens of seconds for the generation of large-scale ionospheric
irregularities b\ self-focusing instability or thermal filamentation instabilit\. Large-
scale irregzularities can Pgixe rise to phase and amplitude scintillation of beacon
satellite signals. I1hese xxaxe ;nterference patterns max' not be associated wxith
siL'nificant attenuation of the radio signals. By contrast. the short-scale irregularities
are able to cause anomalous absorption of the radio signals via the nonlinear
scattering process,, described beloxx that conxerts elect romag net ic wvaxe energ\ into
electroitioic xx axe energy% texentUall%. plasma kineticenerg\) ini the ionosphere

I-or ,innphci1... a ducted xhistler VLFI \%xae propagating along the 3direction
is a'.Siimed.xi

E. - t )E e \rtt p (A j~l.

F urt he r. Th1,o ri-c i orno Plieric i rrec ,ulaitr it ies i nduced bx atn H F o r MI F heate r xk ax e
are represented bx

d (ifie\p(iA I (2)

Soix ig the xx axe equation. xxe can shoxx that the iono!spheric irregularities scatter
nonlinearl% the circularl\ polarized (xwhistler) Nxaxe into an elliptically polarized
\%axe In other xxords. at linearl\ polarized component of the scattered xxaxe is
introduced bx the FM xxaxe-induced field-aligned ionospheric irregularities

The scattered xxhb-tler (VLF) %%a ae field can be expressed as

E = l f hE,. - fElexp[i(ko: - v_)J0. (3)

xx herce £=-= £Jn N.,'represent Ing thex xa\~ -field intensity of the circularly polarized
component %kilile E- represents that of the linearl\ polarized component. N. is the
unperturbed plasma densiv.. It !s und that E, and E., are related b\

xhere / ; ' k and =.2,- A% are the scale size of ionospheric irregularities and the
xxaxelenuth of the xwhistler xxaxe. respectiv'ely. If a VLF xwave at the frequency of 10
kHz is iected, and the ionospheric% condituons are assumed to be f (electron
cxclotron freq uencw= 1.3 MH 7 and 1. (electron plasma frequencv)=6 MHz. the
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, histler % a\ elength in the ionosphere is ound to be about 500 meters. \ccord I to
Eq (4). : dominates o er E,. provided that .'<,:_.. Hence. meter-scale irregula-ities
pioduced b\ HF of \IF heater "axe can effectiel\ render the- nonlinear mode
conxersmon of a \ LF (%khistler) xuaxe into a Ioxxer hybrid x\axe. The parallel and
perpendicular xxaxe xectors of the loxer hybrid \kaxe are identical to the xax xector
of the ducted xkhlstler waxe and that of ihe fiLld-aligned ionospheric irregularities.
respect!i ely

2.2 I 'LF i ave-excited paranwiric instahh ties
While. in principle, the nonlinear scattering process occurs at any field intensitx

ot the incident VIF xxaxe, parametric instabilities can be triggered by intense
enough VLF x axes as suggested i LEE and Kt 0 (1984). Short-scale inospheric
irregularities associated \ith zero-frequenc\ modes can be excited simultaneouslh
xxith loxser hxbrid \\a\es bx the \ LF %%a\es. Therefore. the HF or MF heater
x\ axc-induced short-scale ionospheric irregulariti,:s can be further strengthened b\
the \ LF heater -%axes.

3 l)iagnoses of E\pected Ionospheric Effects

It is eenerall\ beliexed that spread F echos in ionograms and scintillation
phenomena are caused by large-scale (say. hundreds of meters) ionospheric irregu-
larties The generation of large-scale ionospheric densitx irregularties. therefore.
can be sensed b% ionosondes and scintillation measurements of radio stars or beacon
,atellite signals. By contrast, the presence of field-aligned short-scale (a fe\, meters
and less) irregularities can be detected bN backscatter radars.

Backscatter radar measurements can also be made for detecting the excited
loxker hybrid wkaves xxhen the radar's beam angle is 90- xith respect to the earth's
magnetic field. The recorded incoherent backscatter radar spectrum should look like
a double-humped ion spectrum peaking at the Ioxxer hxbrid xa-,e frequenc\. Since
lo\xei hxbrid %%axes can accelerate electrons effectixel. along the geomaenetic field.
airglox% enhancement due to the impact excitation ol neutrals b energetic electrons
can be expected. Measurements of airglow at 6300 A (red). 5577 A (green). and e% en
shorter %xa\elengths ma\ possibly be obserxed+ In addition. the technique described
in CARL SO\ et al. (1982) for finding the height distribution of enhanced plasma lines
is capable of distinguishing further the electron acceleration by Langmuir waves
and or upper h.brid waxes, and lox\er hybrid waxes that are produced, respectixeil.
bx HF and VLF heater xkaves.

There are several ionospheric heating facilities operated at the freLencies of a
fex. MHz in the HF or MF band in the U.S.A.. Europe. and the U..S.S R, VLF
transmitters have been used at different locations for the stud.' of wave-particle
interactions in the magnetosphere. Hoxse\er. it may not be possible to use the
existin- HF (or MF) and VLF transmitters for the proposed experiments. Since

- VLF %%axes in a narrovk frequency band can be generated by lightning storms, the
experiments can be carried out k ith available ionospheric heating facilities during

- 7
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hghlt ning! \torms It , nlot flc'sazt, !iuihing NltrnN occut rinL, tiearbit. If
lightning occur\, at the conjugate locatiorl inl thle orposite herillphere. ilhe Iieghtning~
induced VLF x~ax cx can propagate tin ductcd \k hixier \\ Ie miodes and bounce hack
and forth for eerlcitcles before tile% die out.
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Spectral Broadening of VLF Radio Signals
Traversing the Ionosphere

K. M. GROVES AND N1. C. LEE

P!asma Fusion Center. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge

S. P. Kuo
lWeber Reaearch Institute, Polytechnic University, Faringdale, New York

Nearly monochromatic signals at 13.6 kHz ±1 Hz injected from a ground-based VLF transmitter
can experience a bandwidth expansion as high as 1% (-. 100 Hz) of the incident wave frequency
as they traverse the ionosphere and reach satellite altitudes in the range of 600-3800 km (Bell
et al., 1983). The off-carrier components, having electrostatic nature, axe believed to be induced
lower hybrid wave modes. We investigate two different source mechanisms that can potentially
result in the observed spectral broadening of injected monochromatic VLF waves. One is the
nonlinear scattering of VLF signals by ionospheric density fluctuations thit renders the nonlinear
mode conversion of VLF waves into lower hybrid waves. These electrostatic modes result when
the injected VLF waves are scattered by ionospheric density fluctuations with scale lengths less
than ,i'2ir(c/wp)(De/wQ)iI2 - 2 km in the upper ionosphere, where c, wp,, 0,u, and W, are the
speed of light in vacuum, the plasma frequency the electron cyclotron frequency, and the VLF
wave frequency, respectively. In the absence of ionospheric irregularities, a second mechanism that
irvolves a parametric instability can excite the lower hybrid waves (Lee and Kuo, 1984). This
process tends to produce a spectrally broadened transmitted pulse with peaks at a discrete set of
frequencies on both sides of the nominal carrier frequency. By contrast, the nonlinear scattering
mechanism generates single-peaked spectra centered at the carrier frequency. Both types of spec-
tra were observed in the experiments. Therefore, the two suggested source mechrisms contribute
addi ci-ly to the observed spectral broadening of injected VLF waves.

. INTRODUCTION then speculate that the broadening of the transmitted pulse

Nearly monochromatic signals at 13.6 kHz + 1 Hz in- spectrum results from the scattering of the initial signals
jected from a ground-based VLF transmitter were recently from the precipitation-induced density fluctuations and the

subsequent coupling into quasi-electrostatic whistler wave-bserved to experience bandwidth expansion as they, tra-
versed the iorosphere and reached the satellite altitudes modes of short wavelength. The Doppler shift associated

in the range of 600-3800 km [Bell et al., 1983). This ex- with these short-wavelength modes is estimated to be large

pansion of bandwidth, which results in a proportional in- ough to produce the bandwidth expansion of the signalsmeasured on a moving satellite.
crease in signal-to-noise ratio, may be as large as 1% ( mo a
100 Hz) of the carrier frequency, and the off-carrier compo- However, we interpret the off-carrier components of the
nents are thought to be electrostatic in nature [Inan and spectrally broadened transmitter signals to be lower hybrid

- Bell, 1985]. They occur only in the presence of impul- wave modes. The main reason is that the lower hybrid
sive VLF hiss and/or a lower hybrid resonance (LHR) noise wave modes (eigenmodes of ionospheric plasmas) experience
band with an irregular cutoff frequency, and only for signals less spatial attenuation than the quasi-electrostatic whistler
whose frequencies exceed the LHR frequency at the satel- wave modes (quasi-modes of ionospheric plasmas) during
lite location. Based on these observed characteristics of the propagation from the source regions to the satellite loca-
spectrally broadened transmitter signals, one may suspect tion. Two source mechanisms are proposed, whereby the
the ofcarrier components to be either electrostatic whistler transmitted VLF waves can potentially produce the lower
wave modes or lower hybrid wave modes, hybrid waves. One mechanism comparable to that of Bell et

al. [1983], termed "nonlinear scattering process," occurs in
quasi- the presence of ionospheric density irregularities. The other

eitctrostatic whistler wave modes was first suggested by one, by contrast, does not require the presence of ionospheric
_ Bell et al. [1983), who hypothesized the creation of the onb-otatde=o=euietepeeceo-oopei

irregularities. It is a parametric instability that, excited by
required ionospheric density fluctuations by precipitating, intense enough VLF waves, can generate lower hybrid waves
low-energy (< I keV) electrons. Such precipitation events and ionospheric irregularities concomitantly [Le and Kuo,
have been accompanied by both VLF hiss and irregular 19841.
LHR noise bands (McEwen and Barrington, 1967; Laaspere T i e s s d eo i sat al. 191 Gu t and Prn,17) el ta. 93 The first mechanism, presented in section 2, differs from-
- -al., 1971; Gurnett and Pank, 1972]. Bell et a!. [1983) that of Bell et al. The newly proposed nonlinezr process-isa

scattering of the whistler mode VLF signals by preexisting
1988 density fluctuations that render-a mode conversion to lower

Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union. hybrid waves, instead of a linear process that couples

Paper number 88JA03332. energy -into the quasi-electrostatic branch of the -whistler -_ -
- - - 01-48-0227/88/88JA-0333i$05.00 mode. We formulate -a theory ofVLF wave scattering off

l-_.- . .
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ionospherkC irregulariti,-3, showing how th6 p.'oces depends 0

upon the locAl fractional der'ritv , .'. . " - - (2

of their scale lengths to the VLF wavelength, etc. The .-;here j is the unifozrn osci'latory current driven by the

scattering of VLF waves by ionospheric density fluctcations 0 hcident wave field in the ionospheric plasma,
generally causes elliptically polarized modes. The induced w

C elliptically polarized modes, however, may be predominantly ie 2 NoEo

electrostatic under certain ionospheric conditions. J0 =- m(Wo - ,)

The second mechanism, described in section 3, produces and e, N°, m, and R, are the electron charge, uniform

a spectrally broadened signal via a parametric instability background plasma deaisity, electron mass, aid the unsigned
[Lee anid Kuo, 19841. The injected VLF wave, if intense

pmtiall 1984.Thenjecte V wagnetif ie ine electron cyclotron frequency, respectively. In the presence of
enough, parametrically excites a magnetic field-aligned field-aligned ionospheric density irregularities, the scattered
purely growing mode together with two sidebands of lower

hybrid waves. The parametric excitation process requires w

the frequency and wave vector matching relations to be V(V-E) vE, + -2-E, -,(3)

satisfied. The two lower hybrid wave sidebands are C &2 .9-

characterized by their wave vectors-which are the sum and where 6,, is the nonuniform current induced by the

difference of the wave vectors of the whistler pump and the interaction of he whistler wave field with the density

purely growing mode, respectively. irregi.arities. We take the x axis along the direction of the I

The lower hybrid waves generated by either of the two densty irregularities which are assumed to be of the form
proposed mechanisms can have wavelengths much shorter

than that of the incident VLF waves. In other words, much An = bihexp[ikz] (4)

greater wave numbers are introduced by the suggested source
mechanisms for the injected VLF waves that, essentially, depicted graphically in Figure lb. The nonuniform current

become electrostatic modes. These electrostatic plasma

modes with large wave numbers, detected by satellites 6r, =-e(No6v - Li.) (S)

moving across the geomagnetic field, give rise to Doppler A+ ,(

shifts that were observed as the broadened spectra (i.e., where 6v is the induced velocity perturbation. The scattered
off-carrier components) of the injected VLF waves. The

preliminary results were presented in Lee et al. 11986). wave field has the general form of

2. NONLINEAR WAVE SCATTERING = -i- i5Eiexp[i(kz - wao)j (6)

Theory Solving the wave equation together with the electron
momentum equation, the scattered wave field is found to

A monochromatic VLF wave transmitted from a ground- be elliptically polarized,

based station into space has been observed to change from

linear into circular polarization (i.e., whistler mode). If E, = Eo(6n/N.)fi- (i i)a] exp[i(koz - wot)1 (7)
a ducted whistler wave mode, propagating exactly along

the geomagnetic field, is considered for simplicity, the wave where a is proportional to the amplitude of the circularly

electric field may be represented as polarized component of the wave defined by

2
E = E(* )- if)expti(k.z - 1t)) (8)

where the z axis has been taken along the geomagnetic field

lines; w. is the transmitted wave frequency, and k. the where a and c are the electron plasma frequency and

associated wave vector, assumed to be along the z axis as the speed of light in vacuum, respectively, and k is the

illustrated in Figure la. Propagating into the ionosphere wave number of the density perturbation defined by (4).

with no irregular structure, the whistler wave satisfies the Rewriting the scattered field in terms of the ionospheric

electromagnetic wave equation irregularity scale length, A = 27./k, we find

E , E. expjikx1(6h/N.-) exp[i(k.z - wat)]

x +. (:k . + ii')TJ (9)

LP CP

Z ZJ where

I I€ ,\. = 4.4/k. (10)

go IJ o o The scattered field is composed of a linearly polarized (LP)
K part and a circularly polarized (CP) part as indicated in (9).

Ifthe ratio (A2/A) < 1 (i.e., ikl >> 1k1), the scattered wave

:x I KA. ,1 0 ,, - is dominated by the linearly polarized component whicl,-
b) corresponding to a lower hybrid mode, oscillates in the

direction of the irregularity wave vector k; hence, the wave

R1_7 Fig. 1. Geometry of wave propagation for (a) uniform is electrostatic in nature and exhibits a broadened, enlarged
ionosphere and (b) ionosphere with irregularities, wave vector spectrum relative to th6 incident wave. The
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whist!ers are not eigenmodes but quasi-modes of ionospheric
plasmas. Thereforc, daring the ionospheric propagation
of quasi-electrostatic whistlers, the ionospheric plasmas do
not respond in phase to these quasi-modes. This phase

C mixing (or phase mismatching) can attenuate the waves
-t significantly dur.rng their propagation from the source region

to the satellite location.4 By contrast, our proposed nonlinear scattering mechanism

I+.- can produce lower hybrid waves which are eigenmodes of
ionospheric plasmas, experiencing less spatial attenuation
than the quasi-electrostatic whistler modes during propaga-
tion. This mechanism is effective provided that field-aligned
ionospheric irregularities exist and that the VLF wave fre-
quency is greater than the local LHR (lower hybrid reso-

- 0 rance) frequency. The characteristics of the nonlinear scat-
tering mechanism, then, explain the observed facts that the
spectral broadening phenomenon occurs only in the pres-
ence of impulsive VLF hiss and/or a LHR noise band with

FiB. 2. Sdiematic of Doppler shift phenomena. an irregular cutoff frequency, and only for signals whose fiequencies exceed the LHR frequency at the satellite locat.'n.

Doppler shift frequency measured by a moving satellite will 3. PARA-mTRic ExCITATION OF LOWER
HYBRID WVAVESbe enlarged as elaborated in the next section.HBR Vva

In this section we discuss the proposed second r-.echanism
Analysi3 responsible for the observed VLF spectral b-oadening.

The condition found above for effective nonlinear scatter- While the nonlinear scattering mechanism does niot work in
ing into electrostatic modes requires A < \,. Typical plasma the absence of ionospheric irregularities, lower hybrid wave
parameters for the upper ionosphere/lower magnetosphere modes can be excited parametrically by the VLF waves in
region of interest are w,,/27- 0.7 MHz and if/2r = 0.6 the ionosphere. The parametric excitation of lower hybrid
MHz. Assuming an incident frequency of,.a/2"r = 13.6 kHz, waves by the injected VLF waves has been suggested by us
we calculate A. : 2 km. The magnitude of the bandwidth [Lee and Kuo, 19841 with the following scenario.
expansion of the scattered VLF wave measured by a moving Propagating from the neutral atmosphere into the iono-
satellite due to the Doppler shift effect is given by sphere, the incident VLF wave can be considered to be a

ducted whistler mode with k. = k.1 along the geomagnetic
' f = v - ;.Z -, (11) field lines, taken to be the z axis of a Cartesian system of co-• 27..- \x Ak

ordinates. Assuming the space-time dependence of the per-
where v, is the velocity of a satellite inIving across the turbations to be exp[i(k r - wt)i, the proposed parametric
Earth's magnetic field as shown in Figure 2, and k. = instability can be described by the following wave frequency
kk +ko4. Given v, :t 8 kn./s and Af = 100 Itz, we find A and wave vector matching relations:
80 m < A, = 2 kin, so the condition for nonlinear scattering
is well satisfied. Thus we have found that ionospheric :J,- w, = t0 = LJ - (12a)
irregularities with scale lengths of several tens of meters ki- -k, = ik. = ki- + 5xk, (12b)
can produce Doppler shifts of the observed magnitude.
Since k(A) > (<)ko(A,), the simplification made in the where the subscripts minus/plus and s represent the
formulation of the theory, namely, the assumption that Stokes/anti-Stokes components of the high-frequency lower
the ducted whistlers propagate exactly along the Earth's hybrid sidebands and the field-aligned zero-frequency mode,
magnetic field, is justified. Under this condition, even if rzijcLively By the definition of (12a), the Stokes and
the ducted whistlers have nonzero wave normal angles, the anti-Stokes components refer to the lower hybrid sidebands
formulation of nonlinear scattering mechanism will not be whose wave frequencies are downshifted and upshifted,
significantly modified. respectively, by w, with respect to the whistler wave

Ionospheric irregularities can occur naturally. There frequency-(w). For a purely growing mode (i.e., Re(h,)=0),
are many mechanisms that can generate field-aligned iono the Stokes and anti-Stokes components of lower hybrid waves
spheric irregularities [e.g., Fejer and Kelley, 1980]. Particle are characterized by their wave vectors, shown in (12b),
precipitation invoked by Bell et aL 11983; can produce which are the difference and sum of the wave vectors of
irregularities with a broad range of scale lengths in a region the whistler and the purely growing ?node, respectively.
near the F layer peak, about 300 km above the Earth's Both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes components of lower
surface. The F region irregularities, as Bell et al. suggested, hybrid waves have to be considered in this two-dimensional
provide a favorable ionospheric condit.ion for the linear instability process, since'k, > kj and the concomitantly
scattering of the \'LF waves and the subsequent coupling excited low-frequency mode is a purely growing mode. Thus,
irto quasi-electrostatic whistler wave modes. However, the k -tI -1 k. tk,; it is found that the iowir hybrid waves
amplitude of such a quasi-mode wave decreases with distance have wave vectors large encugh to yield the observed spectral
as it propagates upward ta the satellite altitudes of 600- broadening due to the Doppler effect.

_ 3800 km. This arises from the fact that the electrostatic It should be pointed out that- a fourawave rather than a ?
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simpler three-wave interaction process :Berger and Perkins, This likely generates a two-humped spectrum suppressed
1976; Rzg.qin and Kelley, 1982) is proposed by Lee and at the carrier frequency (fo) relative to the sidebands
Kuo [1984]. Wnile the proposed parametric instability has peaking at approximately fo±100 liz, whereas the nonlinear
a broad range of VLF (whistler) wave frequency 0 , the scattering mechanism simply broadens the bandwidth of the
three-wave interaction process [Berger and Perkins, 1976) is injected VLF waves, producing single-peaked spectra. This
restricted to a very narrow frequency band, namely, w,, < can be clearly seen from equation (9), showing that the
w. < v2W, ', where w.a, is the lower hybrid resonance scattered field intensity E. is the incident field intensity
frequency. Further, the excited low-frequency mode in the E. multiplied by the fractional plasma density fluctuation
work of Lee and Kuo [1984) is a zero-frequency mode. This (6n/N0  < I). This naturally leads to the broadened
four-wave interaction mechanism is found to require much VLF spectrum peaking at the carrier frequency. These
lower thresholds than the three-wave interaction mechanism two types of broadened VLF spectra have indeed been
to excite lower hybrid waves in the ionosphere. Based on this observed. Nevertheless, the single-peaked spectra were
proposed four-wave interaction process, we can interpret the much more frequently seen than the double-humped spectra
observations of the VLF wave-excited lower hybrid waves in (H. G. James, personal communications, 1988). The
the ionosphere indicated in the experiments of the Franco- characteristics of our proposed two source mechanisms agree
Soviet ARCAD 3 satellite fBerthelier et al., 1982] and others well with the observations. Hence, the observations of VLF
.e.g., Chmyrev et al., 19761. spectral broadening offer additional evidence supporting the

At this point, we should comment on the effectiveness excitation of lower hybrid waves by VLF waves in the
of the parametric instability in causing the observed VLF ionosphere as suggested by Lee and Kuo [1984].
spectral broadening phenomenon. Although the production
of lower hybrid waves by the parametric instability does 4. SUNaARY AND CONCLUSION
not require the presence of naturally occurring ionospheric In summary, we have investigated two possible source
irregularities, this mechanism needs a threshold to operate. mechanisms that may be responsible for the observed
The thresholds in terms of whistler (VLF) wave electric fields spectral broadening of injected VLF waves. In the presence
can be calculated from equation (22b) of Lee and Kuo i19841: of ionospheric irregularities with various scale lengths as

Em= o86f~vtfl2)(me)i]F'2  short as several tens of meters, the nonlinear scattering of

2 112 the VLF waves off these density irregularities can produce
{- ) 1"' electrostatic modes with larger wave vectors which give rise

. 1'13
.V (3 to the apparent spectral broadening through the Doppler

shift observed by the moving satellites. The amplitude of
where k, vic, /,, and fl. are the wave number of field- the electrostatic modes depends linearly on the amplitude
aligned ionospheric irregularities, the electron thermal of the ionospheric irregularities. The broadening produced
velocity, the electrofi-ion collision frequency, and the electron through this mechanism is of the same magnitude as
cyclotron frequency; il is defined by ,l+(A/m)(ko/k) 21/f1- the observed values. This mechanism produces single-
0.Itml("o/k)2(f1./,. 2 where M/m, k., and w,, are peaked broadened spectra of VLF waves, which were most
the ratio of oxygen ion (O-) mass to electron mass, frequently observed in the experiments. There are many
the wave number of the incident whistler wave, and the natural sources that can generate ionospheric irregularities
electron plasma frequency, respectively. It should be noted with a broad range of scale lengths, providing favorable
that the parametric wave number k is determined by ionospheric conditions for the operation of the nonlinear
the dispersion relation for the lower hybrid waves, W. = scattering process.

l+ (J/n',)(ko,) 2 I , where w1 is the lower hybrid In the absence of ionospheric irregularities, the spectral
resonance frequency defined by "Lu = -pil/(1 + .-/1,e) - broadening of the incident wave packet may also stem

= If we choose the following model parameters: v,, = 1.3 X 106 from the second mechanism, which involves the parametric
(m/s), wp,/2r = 0.7 MHz (i.e., N0 = 6 x 109 m-'), v, = 10 excitation of lower hybrid waves (Lee and Kuo, 1984]. This
Hz, 5i2 - 0.6 MHz, the threshold field Em is found to be mechanism requires a threshold that can be exceeded by
18 pV/m. According to lnan and Bell [19851, the measured the employed navigation transmitters. These excited lower
power flux of transmitted VLF signals is 2 x 10- 13 W/m 2 at hybrid waves have much shorter (larger) wavelengths (wave
the satellite location; namely, the measured field intensity numbers) than those of the injected VLF waves. The
of whistlers is 12 j±V/m, which is of the same order of broadening introduced by this mechanmsm is characterized
magnitude as the threshold of the parametric instability. by the fact that it producs wave freq~uency spectra that
The measured power flux (field intensity) of whistler (VLF) exhibit suppressed field intensity at the carrier frequency
waves in the lower ionosphere is 2 x 10 -  W/m 2 (1.2 and enhanced intensity at a discrete set of frequencies on
mV /m), which is also of the same order of magnitude as either side of the carrier frequency. Such spectra are less
the instability thresholds calculated by Lee and Kuo i1984]. frequently observed than those produced by the nonlinear
Therefore, it is possible for the instability to be excited scattering mechanism. The lower hybrid waves excited by
though the VLF trar. -'*-ters are operated in pulsed mode this mechanism have enlarged wave vectors; the apparent
with a typical duration of seconds. broadening due to the Doppler effect is comparable to that

It is interesting to note that the proposed two source calculated for the first mechanism.
mechanisms are expected to produce broadened VLF spectra We conclude that the two suggested moebhanisms -can
-with different shapes. The parametric instability will contribute additivly to the observed specdralbroad-ing-of - -

preferentially excite id,.er hybrid waves with the scale injected VLFwaves reported by Bell t a. i Mo8]andothers.

Alength (. A 2-./%) of 90 m at the satellite location. This spectral broadening phinoufienoi i.c6ides additional --

T-
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evidence to support the mechanism suggested by Lee anid Fejer, B. C., and M. C. Kelley, Ionospheric irregulari ties, Rev.

Kuo [19841 for the excitatiop, of lower hybrid waves by Geophys., 18, 401, 1980.

injected VLF (whistler) waves. Gurnett, D. A., and L. A. FrYank, VLF hiss and related plasma
observations in the polar magnetosphere, 3, Geophys. Res., 77,
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Convective filamentation instability of circularly polarized Alfv6n waves
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A convective instability that leads to the filamentation of large-amplitude Alfvin waves and
generates nonoscillatory spatially growing density fluctuations is investigated by using a two-
fluid plasma model. Based on linear perturbation analysis for a four-wave parametric coupling

C process, the dispersion relations of the instability for both a right- and left-hand circularly
polarized Alfvin pump are derived. They are then solved numerically for the dependences of
the threshold fields and growth rates on the wavenumber k of the nonoscillatory mode, the
beta of the plasma, and the frequency of the pumps, for both right- and left-hand circularly
polarized Alfvin pumps. The relevance of the proposed instability with some observations in
the space plasmas is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION tant, its understanding is still far from satisfactory, mainly
because of the complexity involved in the analysis. Recently,

Large-amplitude Alfv~i waves are frequently observed an absolute filamentation instability process has been con-
in the high-speed streams of the solar wind,' in the upstream sideredby Kuoetal." Based on the two-fluid plasma model,
Jovian bow shocks,2 and in the interplanetary shocks and the a four-wave parametric coupling process is a.alyzed for the
terrestrial foreshock.3 .4 Moreover, the presence of such temporal growing instabilities, which are excited, via the
waves in front of supernova shocks is believed to play an scattering of the Alfvin pumps into obliquely propagating
important role in cosmic ray acceleration. - Therefore the Alfvin sidebands by the density perturbations that are asso-
stability of finite amplitude Alfvin waves is ofgreat interest, ciated with the simultaneously excited purely growing and
not only in basic plasma physics, but also for their applica- magnetic field-aligned nonoscillatory magnetostatic modes.
tions to space plasma physics - and astrophysicsY'3  The excited Ald sidebands are then added to the pumps

Various processes of parametric instabilities excited by and lead to the filamentation ofthe AlfvJ6n pumps. The non-
the Alfv~n pumps have been investigated. In general, circu- linear source for the Alfv6n sidebands is the beating current
larly polarized pumps propagating along the background driven by the pump wave fields on the density perturbation
magnetic field are considered. Within the one-dimensional of the purely growing mode, whereas the driving foices for
regime, two instability processes have been studied exten- the purely growing nonoscillatory density perturbations are
sively. One leads to the parametric decay instability the nonlinear Lorentz forces, which reduce to the pondero-
(k > ko),' 4

.1
5 and the other one gives rise to the modulation motive forces in the unmagnetized case and are perpendicu-

instability (k (k),'6 "9 where ko and k are the wavenum- lar to the background magnetic field
bers of the pump and decay mode, respectively. In both pro- In this paper, a convective finamentation instabiity pio-
cesses, the decay modes and sidebands all propagate in, par- cess,2 in contrast to the previous work," is studied. Since
allel to the Alfvin pump. theexcited instabilities growin space (not in time) along the

The modulation instability has also been analyzed in the propagation direction of the pumps, the nonoscillatory den-
region that describes the nonlinear evolution of the Alfvim sity perturbations are not magnetically field aligned any-
waves propagating along a static magnetic field. It is shown more. Consequently,- the nonlinear Lorentz forces intro-
that this evolution can be governed by a single "derivative duced by the spatial giadient of the resultait Affvfm wave

= nonlinear Schr"dinger equation," or moregenerally, by intensity also become not field aligned.: The ixial comnp0-
a set of three coupled equations,= which in turn are related nents ofthe fors can drive density perturbatons more ef-
to the nonlifiear-Schr~dinger-equation wit knon solton fecively than the transveiseTcomp00eswhich have to
solutions. The possible applications of Alvn solitons to so- move chaigd particles across the magnetic field -lines From
lar and astrophysial plasmas have been dis idby Oven- this A bthe convective instability poec idemed in
de"etaL23 and Spangle from

When the decay modes-and sidebiAds are allowed to the asut iaeatoinablypoce s nedi
Otro-a -t-i -tiiin ia sace P w decay chnnels teprioswI.

~~1 -in S 1. the con e%.~ lf~sdead
th efet fmultdmisoa pc oiheohei&rp -. mode aredevd.Kiiesora

eryof the Af~ ae sgnrlytogtt eipr inso d e L ie o h hehl
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fields and the growth rates for various cases. The numerical spatial growth rate along thezaxis, and (k1.2 W.2) represent
results are also presented in Sec. III. Finally, presented in the lower and upper sidebands. In general, the upper side-
Sec. IV are the summary and discussion. band (k2 = k, + k - h&, w2 = o.) and lower sideband

(k, = k, - k - h& w, = o.) propagate together along the
magnetic field and form a standing wave pattern across the

IL COUPLING EQUATIONS magnetic field. Consequently, the self-consistent radiation
Monochromatic circularly polarized Alfvin waves pressure and the induced nonoscillatory density perturba-

propagating alon a constant magnetic field B, in z direc- tion should also retainasimilarstandingwavepattern across
tions are represented by the magnetic field. Without losing the generality, we may

B, ± =k ( )B, ± e' - '' + c.c., (1) first prescribe the functional form of the nonoscillatory den-
sity perturbation to be

where B,,. are the unperturbed wave magnetic field intensi-
ty, assumed to be constant and real quantities for simplicity; n = h,e' cos kx, (7)
the ± signs refer to the right- and left-hand circular polari-
zations, respectively; ko and too are the wavenumber and an- where h. is a real amplitude; quasineutrality has been as-
gular wave frequency, satisfying the dispersion relation w

2  sumed. Following such a functional dependence for the non-
= ( 1 ±-o/fl,)k v , wherein v, and (1, are the Alfvan oscillatory density perturbation, the physical quantities of

speed and the ion cyclotron frequency, respectively, the sidebands can be expressed accordingly as
Thequiver velocitiesofelectronsand ions introduced by bvi L = [(I 6b,± +± &,,,,)cos kx

such wave fields can be expressed as

Sn, = i z-5 , sin kxee& "- 'z I + c.c., (8)

c - e + c c., (2) 6B [(1+ia .P)coskx-&(k/ko)sinkx]Bo

where the subscripts e and i refer to electrons and ions. B e+ C.c.,
In the following analysis of nonlinear wave-plasma in-

teraction, the plasma is assumed to be collisionless and spa- where a, are unknown parameters defining the polariza-tially uniform. The process under investigation is the con- tion of the Alfvin sidebands and will be determined shortly;

vective filamentation instability of Alfvn pumps. The the notation k =k, - iK is used to simplify the expression.
pumps are scattered into obliquely propagatingsidebands by Substituting (7) and (8) into (3)-(6), and eliminating
thesimultaneouslyinducednonoscillatorydensityperturba- 6h from (3) and (5), we first obtain
tions responding to the presence ofthe nonuniform radiation
pressure of total Alfvin wave field. It is a linearized versien 8-,- -(,/ko)6 t/B 0 ,
of the self-focusing process for a large-amplitude and large 1 =, ( o// )6B I /Bo
cross-sectional wave beam propagating in a nonlinear medi- = -
urn_. ( h. ,0 (I/n. )(B,:, 1B.

The Alfvin sidebands are excited through the beating -- (k 2 C2

current density driven by the Alfven pump wave fields in the (4fli/k -w 0 ( _ I

density perturbation n, induced by the self-consistent radi- X ( I :F a t wo /l ) (6 ? /BO) /f, (
ation pressure. The coupled mode equations for these side- (9)
bands can be derived from the following fluid equations for I = -T (fli/Wo I){(koV/o)(h,/n.)(B, ,/Bo)
electrons and ions together with the Maxwell equations: + (w,/-ko) [ I + (k1k)2(flilp

-Sn, +V-(n. &,, + nv,, ) - l)( _a s -too/k,)]at-

0=- n . + V- (n, &,t + n.v,± ). (3) -(/)fJb ( -,/")' :
ab _t 5B /8k)11 0)f,

6B. =BoVX(,,± xl), (4) x(kz/?v1/o)Qi,)(B,,/B)

a + (Abfko)(I :a , /,)( ± /B)j/f,?_-o : . ~ ~ ~ 8vt =-eV ln-t +1 ioil(&'t- -- w ,. , (5) ., ,+a (oll) /o :L-:±-

nd Wee f=I+ (k'1k)2 (5k ai& 1-
-VX4Bt =(4re/c)(5 -8

+ (n0 -) (,. - 1  J - (6) xnyop nt*6m tw ua ig
-- qiiaons, nopvtui i9.nhi two

wherec, ~~+,,f 12 -tIhel ao sti-cn remainwg qaaIe t1edCUUtOmOhl3--
-Latk :ck- be ie-filamentaion wave vector, x be the ramete
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a {( 1 + jo/ ly) I - (k0/k) 2(oA'k ! - 1)1 This is a general expression of the dispersion relation for
the convective filamentation instability of circularly polar-

(f± £th/w ) (k:~v /lDt) ized Alfv6n waves. It is analyzed in the following to deter-

S(1 + k 2 /ko}/{(l/f±&:,,/') mine the threshold conditions and the growth rate of the
instability.{ ~ ~~x [1 - (koik)'(2lk-c!- I)] + (I - Q2 /6o2f) intbly.-

x We first determine the threshold conditions. Let K = 0,

k 2 (koi') 2 (.t'1k c4- 1)1] (10) i.e., ko=k. Equation (15) is then solved to obtain the

and that of a single mode equation for the combined Afv~n threshold intensity to be
sidebands (BP,/Bo)2h -(03/2)A±I(B± + 24), (16)

{l - (k/k)2 (f,/oA,) 2 (l I=a o/ / ) ( 2/k o - i)f whereO= c/v 2 is the ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure
ip a (k L/fl~ao ) } (.B ±/Bo ) to the background magnetic pressure;
- (l/f+10 /fli)ikokov/o) A = I - (kolk) 2(fli/o )2(l 4:ao± Wo/f 1,)
×(fi.,no )(Bp ± IBo) (11) × ( /k 0 1)/ 0 o ko~ )

Equation (11) shows that the sideband fields are pro- Bt (1/f -±w0/fl )(kgj/o)(ao +I+k 2/k 2);
duced by scattering the pump off the density perturbation ao± =a j [rk,, and f =fjt.
induced by the radiation pressure force. From the z compo-
nent oftheone-fluid nomentum transfer equation, the den- From (16), A / /(B± + 2At ) <0 is the additional crite-
sity perturbation induced by the radiation pressure force is rion of the instability. This criterion limits the regions of k of
governed by the instability. It can be manifested by a simple example.

2 _n' &--_ + F Considering a special case that ( = (1 _o' , ), it sets
,(12) o/kc - I =0. Thus,f=1,0zn (12) 0 2 1

whereF, and F,, are the radiation pressure forces on elec- ao = I(fl ( wo) [1 (wo/fl,)(2+k 2/k0)],

trons and ionE, respectively, and are given by A ± (1/20) [1 -F (ao/fl) (k 2/k ) ] ,
and

Fe.3. *8'a ± B (2 + 3k2/2k ) .(n-w,/o).

"-, ' 8rtL ro.
Now, we have to analyze separately the criterion for each

. X5?*, )J +c.c., (13) pump polarization.

where c, ± 1. A. Right-hand (RH) circular polarization (+)
Substituting (2), (7), (8), and (9) into (13), yields Here B + 2A4+ = (2 + l/1+ ,fl~joo) + [ - (l/

flh [~f k k" B 1 f)( 010/q)j(k
2/k2 ); since #l>1 and omo/oln<l,= -24a 1+ ---- t----I c.c.0n, . +1 + !!- , + B + 2+> 0 for all k. Hence the criterion reduced to

A+ ,0, which leads to the condition k 2/k 0 >[,/oo for the

X ... .. A+ 4 /(B, /o )21 (14) instability.

This equation gives die nonoscillatory density perturba- B. Left-hand (I) circular polarization (-)
tions as a function of the pump and sidebands. Thus Eqs. Since A - > 0, it requires that
(11) and (14) form a complete coupled set of equations
describing the convective filamentationinstabiityofcircu. B_- + 2A [2- 1(fl/oo) + 1/fl
ay polarized AfvN& waves. + [+(1/)(Woo/a,)l(A'/k)<0.

Ill. DISPERSION RELATION The region of k of the instability is then derived to be

Substituting (14) into (11),oneeqution relting,511 k k1k < [(fl,/o) 2- 1 /] +(1/1,)( (/wl)],
to its complex conjugate ABD is obtCe&. This equation, providing that to/ft, -2/(7 + f33) -0.157.
together with its complex conjugate, leads to a dipersion For the general case, i.e., arbitrary values of f, the un-
relation a stable region ofkimposed by the criterion can be determined

I{1 - (ko/k)a( ±/ o)(1 Wa o/111) numerically.
X (a /k - 1)/f -a± ( / ) In the RH case,A+ (k,7woo) has a zero at k = k2(flflo), 9

and A+<0 for k>k2, and A+->0 for kk 2.It-is shown thatS+ (llf* fl,)(k o)(ai, + 1 + k~lk ) B, + 24+>Q fr all k intthe region P>-+ wo/fi. I How-

X(B,.±/Ao) /[? /V +4( t,/B0)2]), - ever, B++2A+ also has a zero at k=k,(1,wo) for
. .../fi( +1 + -o0/0,ad thu5,B + _2+ eco s negativein the -

= {(/+ +,+ k2 ) region k<k,. The dependeices ofk oand°k on-for two
X (B,± /Bo )2/[c./v, + 4(B, /,#6 )21112. (15) casesof o0.3 and 0.01 are presented in Fig. 1, where f
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FIG. I. Boundary curves ( and k,(.6 0 ) divide k-fl space into FIG. 3. Thedependenceofthe threshold field on wavenumberkand plasma
threeiegions, where k = k/k,,. Instability is forbidden in the region between fl for RH pump having frequency @o = 0.3.
two curves. Twocases for@. = 0.3 and 0.01 are presented for the RH circu.
larly polarized pump.

@o=0.3),B_ + 2A_ hasonly a single zero atk = k,(flwao)

k= kl/ko, k2 = kak o, and @o = co/ll, are normalized forl< fl, and B_ + 2A - <0 for 0<k <k; as @becemes

quantities. These two curves k, and k2 divide the k-fl space very small (e.g., ,o = 0.01), two zeros of B_ +22A_- are

into three regions and A /(B+ + 2A + ) > 0 in the central present at k = k 3 and k , respectively, where k3 < k, and k, I
region. Therefore there are two instability regions 0<k < k, exists only for f larger than a constant value fl. Again,
and k>k 2 for f< 1 + @o, and only one instability region _ +24_ 0for (0,k3) <k <k1. These boundary curves
k>k2 for fi> 1 + @,. In other words, both large and small defined by k, and k3 are shown in Fig. 2 for two cases of
scale filamentation instability can be excited by the RH Alf- @o = 0.01 and 0.3. It shows that, for @o = 0.01, k, exists in
v~n pump in low beta plasma, while only small scale instabil- the entiref6 region and k3 exists only forf6 > 0.99 =,63; how-
ity exists in very high beta plasma. ever, only k, exists in the region fl< 0.7 for Fo = 0.3. In any

In the LH case, A - is always positive. However, the sign event, instability exists only in the region below the k, curve

of B_ + 24 depends on k,/f, and &o. For large &o (e.g., and above *.he k3 curve or the zero line.
Presented in Figs. 3-6 are the dependence ofthenormal-

ized threshold field t
lh = (Bt /BO),h, defined by (16) on

201.0 
,

18 I -

16 0.9 j
0.8

" 0.7 

,

12 BIS=

1*~ 0.6 j3i-
10

0.5 t''
k ,(A,00)

0.3

~ (9,.3) ~0.1-1
0.00 0.25 -0.50 0.75 1.00 1.26 1.80 1.75 200 2.26 560

- _ 0.00 _ 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

FIG, 2For the LH pump case, the ihistabitliy region in k-Pspaeis confined. C -
between eitherkI(Ak,ad ki 0jz)_-durvesoithe k, curve- and 1 k=O FiG. 4.Th-reshold field _7,h vslandflfir iiery lowrii=Y.~ 0.01
lne. -- RHi pump.s ny- large _o snot p ed.
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FIG. 5. Threshold versus k in four different beta plasmas for the case of a FIG. 7. The dependence of the spatial growth rate R on k and ,8 for the
LH pump with frequency 4, = 0.3. 5o 0.3 RH pump having intensity 72 = 0.05, where r = /k.

k k/ko, where k is limited to the range of 2.5 so that the /6plasma,,6 < 0.7. As &, reduces to 0.01, instability exists in
finite Larmor raditu effect is still small and thus does not all/ ranges of interest. The results show that the threshold
invalidate the fluid model of the present work. Figures 3 and field also increases with #3 and k and in general, decreases
4 are the results of RH-circularly polarized pump for with &. It becomes infinite at k = kand k = k 3 (Fig. 6 for
@o= 0.3andO.0t cases, respectively. In each case, threeval- 6 = l and 1.5 cases).
ues of/3 = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 are considered. The results show We next present the growth rate of the instability. As-
that the threshold field increases with/ land k in each insta- suming that the pump intensity 12= (B, /Bo)2 0.05, 9
bility region; Moreover, the threshold field increases very (15) is then solved for the spatial growth rate K. Shown in
fast with k in the lowerk region (i.e., O<kA<k) and becomes Figs. 7-10 are the functional dependences of the normalized
infinite atk=k,. growth rate R = K/ko on k and/3 for &, = 0.3 and 0.01 and

F;gures 5 and 6 correspond to LH pump wave. Again, for RH and LH pump cases, respectively. For the RH pump&o = 0.3 and 0.01 are used, respectively, as the representa- (Figs. 7 and 8), the growth rate of small-scale instabilitytive parametric values. For the high frequency pump case, (k > 1) appears to increase with /, while the growth rate of

o= 0.3, instability can only be excited in the relatively low large-scale instability (k < I) decreases with/3. In general,
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the growthi rate of siall-scae instability isfound to be larger 0.04

than that of laige-scale-instability. Figures 9 and -10 corre-
spond to the LH u6mp and Foo= 0.3 and 0.01, respectively.
1n thehigh-frequenicy pump case, the growth rate alw~ys has

apeak_ -in the unstalble band. The peak growth rate tends to 00

dccres with P, except in the region near46 =0.5, the peak
growth -rate increases- again -and then decreases to zero at
6= 0.7. For-the low-frequency case the dependence be-

comes quite irregular. This is-beckuse there is an extra for- 0.02

bidden region 0<k<k3 -for .8>#3= 0.99 (for -the
@o= 0.01 case). In genieral, the growth rate decreases w ith-B1.

forfl<0.99 and increases with fl forfl>0.99. The growth
rateso has afinejump neark =k 3 for the> 0.99 case. 0.01
This is because the threshold approaches quickly to-infinite
at k =k 3 .

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 0.00__________
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50

The convective filamentation instabilities of large-am-
plitude, circularly -polarized Alfvn waves propagating FIG. 10. Growth rate versus k and f for the &0 -001 and 17' 0.05 LH

along the background magnetic field have been studied. Sim- PumP.

ilar to the absolute filamentation instability process,"I the
convective instabilities are also excited-via--the scattering of
the unperturbed Alfv~n pumps into sidebands by the simul- by a transverse nonlinear Lorentz force, while the electro-

tanousy xciedpurlygrowing denisity perturbations. The static-mode-is-driven by an axially directed nonlinear Lor-w

nonlinear source for the Alfv6n sidebandis also the sanie_.t entz force. Consequently, -the dispersion relations and-the
is te batig crret drvenby he umpwavefied o th reults of threshold field and growth rate are all different for

densty ertrbaton f te prelygroingmode Hoeve, ch instability process. Solving -the- dispersion -relation
the characteristic features ofthe two instabilitypocesses are (15);-we-have determined the thr~eshold fields and growth
quite different. The absolute instability grows in time, -whild ra-tes Of the conivective -filamentation intiliNties for -the
the convective instability-grows spatiislly-along the -path of cases-of-the-RH and-LH -circularly polarized pump waves.
the pump. The purely growing density perturbation is asso- We have also determined the functional dependen~ces of the

ciaed iththemagetotatc mde or he bsoute instaibil- threshold field 7 lh on the wavenumber k of the honosdilla- -

ity, it becomes an electostatic mode in- the co nvecti-ve cas. tOryrmde th o th plsa n h reunyo h
The nonlinear forces generated-to drive the purely growing pump (see-Figs. 3-6). Similar dependenceis for the spatial
modes are also different. The magnetostatic mode is driven grwhrt / 0 frPUMP -tntyf 0.5hv

been examined and-presented in-Figs. -7-10.
We n ow -apply the results of the pooe ntblt

process to explain some of the observations associated with

0.10 _____________ __large-aniplitude, low-frequenicy Alfv~iic fluctuations -ap-
pearing i n the sc3ar, wind, in the upstream regon:!s of-plan-

0.09 -etay bow shock, and in the interplanetary sh -ock. For the
high-frequency pump case, e.g.,,, = 0.3, instabiiy a be

0.03- excited by both the RH and LH pump in lowfi( <0.7) pins-
0.07 rms, however, only-the RH pump-is unistabile-in-the-high

f8(>l) -plasmas. The-finite, amplitude-AlfV~n waves -that
0.0o- wereobserved in-the-high-speed streams of ihe solar Wind

Ji~025 ~ anddiscssedby Abrabham-Shrauner-and Feldma are the
0.05left-hand- circulal poaizdwaves --With tu6 0.3 and

0.04- V2 =0.05;7The results of Fig. 9 indicate that these 0avesare
4 ~sable to the proposed instabiiy goii07ad become tin-

0.03 stajble forf.7. Th ihfeuncrgthn olai

0.0f 0.i OA -ae hv en bevd inteii~ienty abcs n

0.755-.4000-A25- 1-h50Aculaypolamed-lfvu
-waves venisreitejtrmproteO af -

FIG. 9. Grwhrt esskadw rttee 3ad~0 ~ shok ss~ni i 0;ihee av ar usalii
pump -bdth salbaild 1eh eili'h k~ectr ai m
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FILAMENTATION INSTABILITY :OF MAGNETOSONIC WAVES IN THE SOLAR WIND ENVIRONMENT

S. P. Kuo
Weber Research' Institute, Polytechnic University, Farmingdale, New York

M.C. Lee

I Massachusetts Institute of -Technolcgy, Cambridge-

q Abstract. Intense magnetosonic waves, originally plasma dielectiic constant and theniwave distribution that,
(_ propagating at the right angle with the interplanetary inturn; enhances the- density-perturbations.

magnetic field, can excite a purely growing mode -along The ndulation instability has also been analyzed in
the interplanetary magnetic field together with two the region that describes the nonlinear evolution of the
symmetric magnetosonic sidebands propagating. obliquely Aljfven wave propagating along a background magnetic
across the magnetic field. This instability process leads field. It is shown that this evolution can be governed by
to the filamentation of the magnetosonic pump waves. a Isingle "derivative nonlinearI Schrodinger equation"
These two excited- magnetosonic sideband modes propagate [Mjolhu-s, 1976; Spangler, 1986; Hada et al, 1989]. The
together perpendicularly across the magnetic -field and, possible applications of Alfven solitons to solar and
meanwhile, form a standing wave pattern along the astrophysical plasmas have been discussed by Ovenden et
magnetic field. The thresholds of this, filamentation ai [19831and Spangler [1985].
instability can be exceeded in the solar wind environment. While significant research has been directed to the
It is predicted that the density fluctuations produced by Alfven -waves, the-magnetosonic waves have received much
the filamentation instability along the interplane.,-y less -attention. The magnetosonic waves are hybrid and
magnetic field have wavelengths greater than, at least, a ellipticaily polarized modes that can propagate obliquelyfew Earth radii. The polarization of -the obliquely p.. ff.. ...dmoe ha a- rpgaeoliul
f rop a ii. Thne o rizwatios e e y the uely across the magnetic field. They. become -decoupled, from
propagating ma gnetosonic waves excited by thefilamentation instability is determined by the he Alfven waves when the direction of their propagation

characteristics of the magnetosonic pump waves and the is exactly perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field.
IThe purpose of the present work is to investigate theenvironmental plasmas.

envionmntalpasas.filamdentaftion inistability 6f the magnetosonic waves that
Introduction propagate perpendicularly across the magnetic field. This

instability- excited -obliquely propagating magnetosonic
Recently, there has been a considerable effort in the sideband modes. The concomitantly excited nonoscillatory

study of the stability of Alfven waves in the space (purely growing)- modes have their wave normal parallel-to
plasmas. It is attributed to the frequent appearance, as the. magnetic field. By contrast, the purely growing
detected by the space crafts, of large-amplitude Alfven modes excited by the filamentation instability of Alfven
wave in the high-speed streams of the solar wind waves are magnetic field-aligned [Kuo et al., 1988, 19891.
[Abraham-Shranner and Feldman; 1977], in the upstream Hence, the characteristics of the filinenation iistabiiity
Jovian bow shocks [Goldstein et al., 19851, and in the under consideration are distinctively different-fro
interplanetary shocks PVinns et al., 1984]. In general, - - - • m.t.oseof the itstabdlity discussed in our previous work-[Kuo' et,
these waves appear to be circular polarization and
propagating along the background magnetic field. , 1988, 1989].

M v ta sThis paper is organized as follows. The coupled
Moreover, th e ISEE I and 2 spacecrafts have detected emode equations are derived in section 2. 'hey show how
both magnetosonic waves and Alfven waves propagating th o nic sda. a-the magnietosonk sidebands and the purely growin~g modes
upstream into the solar wind with phase velocities much re aetrimlly coupled- through the magetosonic pmples thnteslrwn eoiy ecteewvsae ietimtla ope~hiuhtemgeb~i 'm
less than the solar wind velcity. Hence, these waves are -wave. In section 3 the dispersion .relation is- obtained and
blown backward over the spacecraft and, consequently, an analyied -to derive the' threshold conditions and _the
apparent -change in polarization -of waves occurs. growthi-rates of the filamentation instability. The
Intrinsicay right (left) hand polarized waves are seen to relevance of the present work to some observations is
have an apparent left (right) handed polarization in discussed. Finally presented in section 4 are summary and
spacecafrt~re ords [Hoppe- and-Russell, 1983. conclusions.

The -parametric -decay instability -and -modulation
instabilifyof-large-amplitude, circularly polarized Alfven
waves Propstig in the solar wind along the inagn~tic Filamentatlon Instability of Magnetosolc Waves

C field ohaves 'I anlyzed -exte ively by'Inhore-Dwes

[1976], Goldstein [1978],;Derby[1978], Wong-and, Goldstein Consider a magnetosonic wave propagating
[1986], Longtin-and Sohnerip.[1986], and, Terawa et al perpendicularly across the interplanetary magnetic field
S[1986]. The -filaientati - instability, competing -with -these ....

instabilities, can break up th e large-amplitude Alfven Bo-2B. Its wave magnetic field is represented by
-wavesand induce not -ntoly ilama density fluctuations but -
magnetostatic fluctuaions [Kuo et al., 1988].. 'Starting -- Bexp[i(kox-ot)] + c.c (1)
from- -smilf-peturbiati ons -i---lsoi istfromamenmationi_---------ibn ih-pa density, -the -"-'_ i--

i-- tabil:-gi vs rise to a~modulaioof- the where the unperturbed wave- field' -inttnsity B is

o ,: C " -assumedito-be~constantand 4 re1a7 quantitY forsimplicity.
The av nber kt - the angula frequec

-Copyright 1989-bygtheican Geph scal Unon - e relted by- the dispersion relation
,_-; .. a -
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responses of electrons and ions to the magnetosonic pump the complete-set of fliid equatiohs-will be linearized with
w.-ve can be written as respect. to the irst.brder pertiirbations in- physical

quantities such as density (6) , velocity (v), wave electric
Vp, [ field (i)- and wave- magnetic field (19),_ These

+ c.c. first-order -physicad - quantities -associated with the sideband
"-= i(wO/kO)(B/Bo)exp[i(k,x-wOt)j -, c.c. (2)

modes are denoted by 5n, 6"V4 , 69±, and 6r+ those
associated with the purely growing mode n,,

In the following we will investigate a filamentation
instability which cei break up a large-amplitude VSeA, , and B. Thus, the total densijy is given
magretosonic wave into filaments. The magnetosonic wave by n-%+n,+(6n++Sn.+c.c.); similarly, V s7Ve;

is assumed to be initially uniform-as described by (I)- for +(Vi-+6"V,.++i V,..c.c.)_ -'V,,9,+(Ep -E++6E+c.c.),
simplicity. The filamentation instability results from-small - .
fluctuations in plasma-density which lead to modulation of and 1 O-(B B++ B:c.c.) for the concerned four-wave
plasma dielectric constant and spatial wave distribution, interaction process.
which, in turn, enhance the plasma density fluctuations. The purely growing, mode is associated with
Such a positive feedback process involves a four-mwave electrostatid- disturbances, varging spatially along the
coupling process: through the magnetosonic pump wave magnetic field, i-e., k=-k. The fluid equations

(wo,TO), two side-band perturbations (w±) -are used to-derive the coupled mode equation for the purely
coupled with a purely growing density perturbation growing mode include -the linearized continuity equations -

(w,ki). The wave frequency and wave vector for electrons and'ions:

matching conditions, are cJ+-woV =e+w* and k _-- k , are an. a
satibfied where the asterisk denotes the complex O n v .V, 0 = n,+no  vsz (3)
conjugate. Illustrated in Figure 1 is the wavevector
matching condition, showing the relative orientation of and the combined linearized equations of motion for
these wave vectors. It will be sown that these electrons and ions:
perturbations can be excited simultaneously. In other a 0 +
words, they grow exponentially with the same growth me 8 + at v., (
rate, =-iw at the expense of magnetosonic pump wave + F,) f - m (/%) n.
energy. This instability requires a threshold to occur,
which is going to be determined later. In the analysis of
filamentation instability, pump field intensity is assumed

to be a constant maintained by a source. Pump depletion assumed. F,, and Fi, represent the z components of the

effect which may contribute to the saturation of nonlinear Lorentz forces experienced by electrons and
filamentation instability is, therefore, ignored within the ions, respectively, namely, F,M=<-m.A(V., )
present framework of instability analysis.

Our proposed theory is developed on the basis of the + 9.ve, /c)xB>, where angle brackets denote the
two-fluid plasma model. The fluid model is, in -general, time average over the pump wave period. The explicit

valid provided that the condition kc 2 /f?<<l is expressions of ] , are given by
satisfied where k, c,, and 1A are the wave number
of the purely growing mode, the ion acoustic speed, and F .
the ion gyrofrequency, respectively. Therefore, the me ( -!

analysis of filamentation instability is 'limited to the +i - a [jv.-i ,, - vp.j86v'.;]+c.c. (4)
region of k/ko;l.2. To analyze the instability, !"t

where - is the velocity responses of
A electrons and ions to the combined sideband mode;

E(q)+f(-l); The expression; (-4) reducei t6 the

form- of.ponderomotive forco in -an unmagntized pbma. 9
-. - -Without -losing- the generality, the density-flubtuations 6f -

the purelygrowing-mode can, be -expressed as -

Ep where' I -nd ~Y are the-- feaW, ampli tud'- bamd ithe

Fig. I  The-relative- rientation-andwave-vector matching or6Wth rat-e fthe density fluiti ti rseively
_ted.. .. Pu.. ...- o~io~ko Y tw o .. si -ba s - o m b ining - th e eq a tio_ _ in (-3)_ yie ld s -the couple - I - -

an--- -_me a n - _-o- -- --xd - ro v n -ded eO,~ _ai n f th ,v e in th

prpoedfur-wavecupig pro-cess _n~kc In,~~ (kmj --
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where Fe,,,=F.,expe(uIt)sinkz is assumed. One can Substituitin g (6) into equations (7)( 10), we obtain
see from -(4) -and (5) that the density fluctuations
associated with the purely- growing mode stem from -the =(wolk 0) (6/B 0 )
differential interaction of the magnetosonic pump wave
and sideband modes._ Hence, expressions for the physical 6v0~ = o(wo/k 0) (691/B0 )

quantities of the combined sideband mode have to be b~* - (w01k0) [(Vk2 c2 /f 2 ) (Zf/ri) -

determined in a 'self-cons is tent manner. The purely -

growing mode is realized to -be a nonlinearly driven mode. (-%f 1  ~B)](lw/l 1
However, in the =absence of the nonlinear Lorentz force,
(5) reduces to the linear dispersion relation of the ion =vi S/GR)(kc21)(6ffno) +jfkw)]

acoustic wave. (o1o(9B)1l0/j
The magnetosonic sideband mo~des -are excited- through (~~B)/ -o/l 1

the beating current driven by the magnetosonic pump 01 (kct
5 /w0 )(Zlfn 0 )

wave field in the density fluctuations of the purely 6V. Mi. + ok2R)6t/B 0 )
growing mode. It should be noted that, since the -es i

magnetosonic pump wave propagates perpendicularly across 01110 = ([( l-=%/Rl)/( l-0/l)](6/B0 )
the magnetic field and the purely growing mode oscillates
spatially along the magnetic field, two magnetosonic + (ff*/no)(Bp,/Bo))/[-k-2c2,w% + k~C.(r,0) (11)
sidebands; are excited symmetrically around the pump wajve-
and they propagate obliquely across -the magnetic field
(see Figure 1). Thus, these two sideband modes propagate Using the results in (11) together with the x and y
together in the propagation direction of the pump wave components of (10), we can derive the following coupled
and form a standing wave pattern along the -magnetic mode equation for the combined sideband mode:
field. In the following derivation of the coupled mode
equations for the two sideband modes,- we can, therefore,-22+ C.Ocombine them into- a single coupled mode equation for the [1"%-(0k2k) (V~eC2 .) + k2( k 2 leOA~/O
combined sideband mode. + c-c&J/fR) [k2

0c2,w2( 1kO22/w%) ])( 65/B0 )
This combined sideband mode is characterized by the

following physical quantities with self-consistent =-k2otv
2A( I-1?C2/W0o) - c2.(nf,/n 0)(BW/B0) (12)

expressions:

Sn - 6ff exp(,t)cos kz exp~i(kox-woit)] + c.c. as well as the expression for the parameter cc
67vCA = ffrv, + i~rv.;,)cos lcz + ii6~v~j, sin kz]exl,('it)

eXp i(kDx-t)J + C'C. ')l2k~~2/~1

6B = [(k/i0)(-i+4S)sin kz + i cos lz]Sg exp(yt) [l-O;./V!A-(k2v2 A/00?) ( I-k2C2
5/.,2)] (13)

exp~i(l~jx-wt)j + c.c. (6)
In the derivation of (12) and (13), c~/&i <<

where ct, an unknown parameter defining the polarizations I has been assumed. Equation (12) shows that the
of the sideband modes, will be determined later on. The magnetosonic sideband fields are produced by the
fluid equations, used to derive the coupled mode equation magnetosonic pump field in the density fluctuations of the
for the combined sideband mode, include the linearized purely growing mode. Equations (5) and (12) thus form
continuity equations for electrons and ions:

the complete set of coupled mode-equations, which can be
-~(6n/no) + V [. + =n/,--P based on to analyze the proposed filamentation instability

a of magnetosonic waves in the solar wind environment.
0&( Sn/n 0) + V . fiSV, + (n,/nYV~Ij (7)

the linearized Maxwell equation for induction law - Analysis of the Proposed Istablity

a The dispersion relation of the concerned instability can
~ (~/ 0)= x ~ex ) 8) be derived from the two coupled mode equations, (5)- and

(12). -Its derivation is briefly described, as-follows. With
the combined equations of motion for electrons and the aid -of (2), (4), (6), and ( 11), the co~upling term on the
ions: right-hand side of (5) can be expressed as

at ' -C
2. V (Sn/ne) 1107vi-R*) x 2 (9) A/n-

( and the linearized Maxwell-equation for Amperes' law:-

V-x (S~/B (IA/9 A)~~I-SV.) _ Substituting ( 14) -into _-(5), -k -zi -biaing twt&i2 il
l a - -

-~~0 Ahei~ifi-v1vi -- - ersioJ d- -

3C
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Fig. 2. a/8 versus k/kO for several selected values of f3in the range of 0.25-2.5; it shows how the

polarization of the excited magnetosonic sidebands is determined by the characteristics of the magnetosonic
pump waves and the environmental plasmas.

=?O2 2k0O2A([I '-A (l~k 2  propagating niagnetosonic waves. In fact, the parameter
[l-g~fl(l-a)/(~l-~k 2

0 J a can also be expressed in terms of (k/k 0 ), 6, and P
+ a~ii-J(k_2/k_2p)] as follows:

2 1)a = ( l-2f +(k/k0) 2  l.(I+)/{( 4,-(kko2

where 6=c2./v2PA is the ratio of the plasma
kinetic pressure to the background magnetic pressure, and Displayed in Figure 2 is (q/6) as a function of (kk,)

&=WD/qfor several values of P chosen from the: range of 0.25-
Setting -t=G in (15) determines the threshold field of 2.5. The result shows that a is, in general, larger than

the filamentation instability one for 6:50.3 'which is the region of practical
interest. Especially, a.l for ficl and U4c. In this
parameter range, the decay sidebands become linear

(Bpth/BO) = (/2k0o)A(##l) 2-A l+k2/k2o) polarization on the y-z plane and are dominated in the
+ )k- ]/lP.)/nature of shear mode.

The threshold fields (B,,th/B 0 ) as a function
~of (k0k) are shown in Figures 3-6..4 For illustrative

(P~lC~/~ 0 ) (k2k A.1)(Pil 2 -~ lk 2/k 0) urpsesthevales~of P are again selected from the
range of 0.25-2.5 and 660.01, 0.03, 0.06, or 0.3 is chosen.

+ )oK~IPIPJ ) (16) The corresponding growth- rates,- for (Bp/Bo)'=0.05, ~-
In trmsof 16, te gowthrat oftheinsabiity as a function of k are given in Figures 7-10. Several

dn ervs ofr (15)) ise grwhrtfound intabet outstanding features of the--proposed instability -can--b

generally inc~eases with k, the wave nhumber of- the
-1 [BP/Bh) l]'/kcs 17) excited -purely growing- mode, and it finally reaches

(17 ifinity at certain k<Nk. While the, threshold -field

The threshold- condition defined by (16) is -prasseakPn-terot0d i i ecrees ih.8 for A.I. The growth rate has apekale(nod
conveniently- expressed for the -normalized -threshold field by q - -afr certain k(denotejd by Aj.) ----We-

intesit (-~~,B0  ;as -a- function. of te note that -both ,, d lc eres wti
normalized wave inber (Qko). -The par'nmeters. for 04Pl, but they _increase ith P WforAb R

contri st, -Whi ___dciii--ih__1

6( ~~&jj/(~) and (-define-d l dcrse wt 5
increares with -6. rh hehliad rwhrtso

by (13) ) characterize -the -solar wini pls-san-te~ instability. var-wihtengeoos aefeui
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Fig. 3. The normalized threshold field intensity (B^I~) versus (kJko) with several selected values of in the
range of 0.25-2.5 for 8=0.01.

It is found that the threshold fields (growth rates) references therein] to examine the excitation of the
increase (decrease) with the magnetosonic wave proposed filamentation instability. The magnetosonic
frequency. waves observed by the ISEE I and 2 typically have low

Let us base upon the observed characteristics of frequencies of order of 0.01 Hz, which is about 0. 1 times
magnetosonic waves [Hoppe and Russell, 1983; and the local proton gyrofrequency (i.e., S=%/f110. I).

for8=.0
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Fig. 5. (Bp1Bo) versus (k/kWj for 8=0.06.

Telocal interplanetary magnetic field ( B0 ), therefore, the condition of B,,/B 0  0. 1, the thresholds of
is of order of 100 nT. The magnetosonc waves typically the proposed instability can be exceeded -for k/lo
have amplitudes (B.) of about 10 nT, namely, (.1O/A) less than 0.1 or so, -where )40 and A are the
BWBO - 0.1 with wavelengths '-1 RE The parameters wavelength of the niagnetosonic wave and the scale-length
adopted in the analysis of our proposed instability are of the excited purely growing mode, respectively. An
generally in agreement with these observations. Under important prediction of the proposed proce= is- that

1.0
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Fig. 7. The growth rae wwrssuing (Bplc =0.05, as a function of k for 64f.O1.

plasma density fluctuations with scale lengths longer than However, we note that there-seems to exist a discrepancyat least, a few RB (Earth radius) can be generated along between the observed and the predicted propagationthe magnetic field by magnetosonic wavms The directions of tnagnetosoaic waves. The waves upstream ofpolarization of the obliquely propagating magnetosonie Earth's bow shock with frequencies of 0.01 Hz werewaves is determined by the value of a which in turn, is observed to popjUgae nearly parallel to the magnetic
a function of the characteristic parameters of the field, while the predicted magnetosonic waves propagateenvironment: 6, 13, and J;, (see equation (I*))- obliquely across the field. -We suspect that this
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discrevmcy may arise fromi the intrinsic difficulty in th -4. Summar: n ocuinin Situ measurements Of usrs at yselts
Since the -speed of solIar wind is far greater than -those of The excitation Of a- parame .tric instability -bysatellites, all enrsw a ppear to- be Deadly parale magnetasonic wajves in -the -solar wvind cnvironment isPropagating. 'The predicted- .oblique -propagation _of po e& Temgtoncpm wae riIl
maetosonic wave2 excied-_'y lhetto in iblty propagtes at the ight Angle with the mgneti-.c 68eil.awaits the corroboration of future oheervutions- This insttability can excite a purely growing 00&cl along
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t~e _-_mm i field-_ together -with- two symmrekic HOPC, 1k.-M. and- C T. Russell, Plasmla -rest frane-7magnetoiiidbis - rs~ln biul cross the 7jensadp iiin blo-tqeamantc il. to-deadmdes --p ropagate qipStANEaZ1 waves: _ISEE I a-ad 2 obzie-vations;ItOgther -idicblary acos he_ -antcfield -*id- Goh~ e. 8,20 93meijibileform _a staii~iing__-wave pattern alofl the Ko .~.,MH hg n 4 .LGmagnticfied. h hsical proces rpsibie for- the -Finetio of ate -mslitdeC Len

maaiooncpupwave -into -ob'iul prpptn Kuo, 1 . hn8&_ Cmvct
sidbans b th ~srn~taeouly xciedplama enstY ~ fiamnitnatioh instbility0 circuilarly _polarized

' -fluctuations. whiMch are associated with- a purely growing -&f ae P~ lisB, -1 74i 1919.fi!6e.- This -instability leads -to -the - ilamentation Ofthe Lashimbre-bavies, CN.Mouaonisbity fmagnetosonic pump- -wav. The !hholds - -of th -i~j aaplc _ lF N;* C Mdlt y instiit, of,
ame jilistability- can, -indeed, be exceeded in the If~i~c I4 ~.Pye_-lis--9solar -wind environment. The deDsity luctuation, oitn 4.adD O.£neiMdltoeproduced by the -filamentation -instability alng ti ibstabiimyOf ciclal poarzc cMvenwae,.magnetic field are predicted to have -wavelengths =greater -Res. i , 91. -416, IMlthan, at Juest, a few -Earth raii. -As shown- in (0s), jeuEO the -*odulation ins;tabilit.y __fpolriaton f heob~qul~propagating magneosonic hyrm.-neti waves- parallit - to the- magneticwaves excited by the filamentation instabiliy -is fijK J. PlaaS-.Phys., 16, 321,--1976.determined by the environmental characteristic parameters:6(= Iq, (=~,-A ad r0  Th Oenen C. R. H.I A. Shale, and -S- J1. Schwartz,

predicted oblqe propagation of magneto-sonic wavesuui i h sn,1 -epys e.however-, has not been confirmed -by- the available a~m i
obs-aton ytSpaiglar' S. X., Nonlinear -astrophysical -Alfvenwa

onset and outcome -of tke modrlational instability.
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Parametric excitation of whistler waves by HF heater

S. P. Kuo
Weber Research Institute. Polytechnic University. Farmingdale. NY 11735. U.S.A.

and

M. C. LiE

Plasma Fusion Center. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. U.S.A.

(Recei'ed in hotl /orm 30 April 1989)

Abstract-Possible generation of whistler waves by Tromso HF heater is intestigated. It is shown that the
HF heater wave can parametrically decay into a whistler wave and a Langmuir wave. Since whistler waves
may have a broad range of frequency. the simultaneously excited Langmuir waves can have a much broader
frequency bandwidth than those excited by the parametric decay instability.

I. INTROI)CTION ELFULF waves were constantly made at Tronso.

There is considerable interest in investigating gener- Norway with the EISCAT heating facilities. Stimu-
lated clectromagnetic emissions with a broad frequency

ation and amplification of VLF/ELF/ULF waves in band of several tens of kHz were seen in the Tromso
the ionosphere by high power HF waves (see. e.g., heating experiments (STUBBE et al.. 1984 and refer-
STUBBE el al., 1982: LUNNEN et al.. 1985), Several
processes have been suggested as potential mech- ences therein). Hence, our proposed mechanism iss e mspecifically analyzed for high-latitude heating experi-a nsm s causing them such as the m od ulation of elec- m e t wit th-ne t o o c m p r h h o ei a
trojet current (STUBBE and KOPKA. 1981 , FFJER and merits with the intention to compare the theoreticalKREZIE. 182) th thrma fiametaton nstbilty results with observations made at Tromso. Norway.
KRENZE 1982), the thermal filamentaonfinall iven in Section 4.of HF heater (Kuo and LEr. 1983) and parametric
excitation of Alfvcn (ELF) waves (PAPADOPOULOS el
al., 1982). In this paper. we discuss a possible mech-
anism for VLF/LF wave generation in the ionosphere
by HF heater. ALmentioned earlier, the EISCAT heating facilities

As described in Sections 2 and 3. the proposed at Tromso. Norway were observed to produce VLF/
mechanism is the parametric excitation of whistler ELF/ULF waves in the ionosphere. The Tromso
waves by HF heater. The concomitantly excited clec- HF transmitter is steerable to launch heater waves
trostatic waves are Langmuir waves. Thus. the con- propagating along the earth's magnetic field. In view
sidered process is the parametric decay of HF heater of these facts, we will present our theory as follows in a
wave into a Langmuir wave and a whistler wave. simple geometry of propagation, which is appropriate
This process is different from the so-called parametric for describing the parametric excitation of whistler
decay instabilty of HF heater waves on two aspects. waves by HF heater at Tromso, Norway.
One is that the parametric decay instability generates Consider a left-handed (L-H) circularly polarized
a Langmuir wave and an ion acoustic wave: both of heater wave propagating upward along a downward
the excited waves are electrostatic mode waves. The geomagnetic field in an overdense ionosphere. The
other one is that the ion acoustic wave has a frequency ionospheric density (n) is assumed to have a linear
of, typically, a few kHz in the ionosphere, while the profile, increasing with altitudes (z) as n = n0(l +z-L)
whistler wave may have a broad range of frequency where L is the scale size of the background iono-
covering VLF, LF, and even MF bands. Therefore. spheric inhomogeneity. The heater wave is reflected
Langmuir waves excited by the proposed mechanism at a critical height before reaching the ionospheric F
can have a broader frequency bandwidth than those peak and becomes a standing wave, whose energy
pr 'duced by the parametric decay instability. follows an Airy function distribution illustrated in

Observations of the HF heater-produced VLF/ Fig. I.
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,M where r,, is zhe amplitude of the whistler wave field.

A= (6E,, ;)xp,+ (-iw) c.c.
Substituting the respective expressions for )J, ",' and

5.,; into the whistler wave equation yields the coupld
mode equation

2 C ( ) o + II.,,) -"

.ieln(wo - 0, + h'.) 70, -8

Fig. I Standing wave -paitern of heater %%ave near the reflc- where r(.) = 4-en(z)i,.tion heigt. We next derive the coupled mode equation for the
Langmuir wave. The driving force of the plasma oscil-

lation is the Lorentz force experienced by the oscil-

The first peak of the Airy function is located at lating electrons in the wave magnetic fields. Respond-

= 0 and its width is denoted by 2A. The heater wave ing to the electric fields of the heater wave and whistler

field in this region is then modeled by Ep = (.i-i)" wave, electrons oscillate. respectively, with velocities

+-c.c.. where . = [r..(I-i:,A)cxp(-i ,,t) whose V, and (5V,, transverse to the background magnetic

phasor. ., (I -t: A). is proportional to a complex field. These cross-field motions interact with the wa~e

Lorentzian functior. The velocity response of elec- magnetic fields. B,, and ,B,,. and result in a longitudinal

trons to the heater field is found to be Lorentz force. - (eic)(6V,, x B,+ V, x 6B) which is
responsible for the longitudinal plasma oscillation.

V,= -i.'-i')eE.,m[(w-Q)+i+c.c. (I) Including this force in the electron momentum equa-

where v. is the electron collision frequency. tion and combining this equation with the electron

We will show that the parametric decay of the continuity equation. we obtain the following coupled

heater wave (w. k0 ) into a downgoing (or upgoing) mode equation for the Langmuir wave

whistler wave (w. k) and an upgoing (or downgoing)
Langmuir wave (,. k,) can occur in the aforemen- ?" (e. -I
tioned peak region of h.'ater wave field. The following [ L t-- I
wave frequency and wave %ector relations. (v(, = V) -')j

and k(0) -k,(0) -ak. are satisfied. First derived
is the coupled mode equation for the whistler wave. -2lew,/i) [:,,+
which is excited by the beating current driven by thr.
pump field in the density perturbation associated with 1
the excited Langmuir wave. + Q_.iw0 (w - i). (4)

The density of beating current as the driving source
of the whistler wave is given by 6J' = -e~n,*V,,, where V, is the thermal velocity ofelectrons.
where 6n,(= ill exp (-iod)-t-c.c.) is the density per- It is clear from the two coupled mode equations.
turbation associated with the Langmuir wave: V ,  (3) and (4), that the whistler wave and Langmuir wave
shown in (I), is the velocity response of electrons are coupled through the HF heater wave, which acts
to the heater wave field. The density perturbation as the pump of the concerned parametric instability.
can be obtained from the Poisson's equation. 6n, To proceed the instability analysis further. it is desir-
-(I/4e)(h,?,:), where r, is the amplitude of able to reduce these two equations into first-order
Langmuir wave field 6E, = .f = -' exp (- iw). In differential equations. This can be done by intro-
addition to the beating current, a linear current is ducing the transformations (ROSENBLUTH, 1972:
caused by the whistler wave with the background WHim e a!., 1973),
plasma, 1J = -enV, where 6V,, is the velocity
response of electrons to the whistler field and n is the
background electron density; 6V,, has a similar form =a1 exp i k :- it+ Ak() dz (5)

as 6V,, namely,

;,V0,=-i(.'--if)e,,imn(o--A)+iv,]+c.c. (2) and T

! I.
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( F fj)) following eigenmode analysis, a,,(:) and a(z) can
=a- exp { kz:---wj.t+ Ak,(z')d.:' (6) be set to be zeros.

Combining (9) and (10) leads to a second-order
where k, k,(O) = k =-k,(0), co =wju- = w(0) differential equation for A,:
+k V, and co = to = 0,c2 o/'(), Ak, = [w(0)
-"()/2k,- "and Ak., = (02k.ec)[e;(.)-+ +=

(0)]. Note that (4)+w - 0o, = 6 for a mismatch fre- _d:
quency and Ak = Ak + Ak, =k':. where k'= (wu(O)/ where
2kL)(O/f ,c2 + l/i;).

Substituting (5) and (6) into (3) and (4) and f:(:) =(P+v,)!V,-.(p+v2 -i)/V,
assuming that Vda,/j t<< (wla,, jdaijt << (wIa2 .+(
10a,/Gzj << 1k,11al and It0a,10z3z << 1ktia2 , we derive (12)

the following first-order differential equations for a, and
and a,

.()2= (el) [kf(W, -6)/o'.

V,4 +viai = (emi[tw~)kiaw(w0 -12)1 x (wo-n2,.)-2 ,i!, 2 (! +:2;A2)

+([ + v,) V][ik':- Il(L+:)-i(A-i)]

and 1/ 7- f(p + v)V, ] (p + v, - i6)1 V.]. (13)

Iatroducing that , -- -= Y(_) cxp [ !,j, (:')d'.
- -UM equation ( II) can be further transformed into-' -v, a, = (elim)[R ,09-O)ki'a ,(:t -f )

-aa* exp[-ik' 2 /2] (8) Ld: I - (14)

where V = kV.K" ( and 1". = 2kc'Q~,j9(0) are the %%heref(:) =J2(:)-(1 2)[(l/2)fi(:)+(d,d:)f(z)j.
group velocities of Langmutr wave and whistler wavc. Both the effects of the background density inhomo-
respectively: v, = v,;2 and v, = vjoWf/, The simpli- geneity (i.e., L - c) and finite in:tability zone (i.e..
fled coupled mode equations. (7) and (S), will be A : oo) are taken into account and included inf(z).
ana!yzed in the next section for the parametric Cxci- However. since L >> A. the effect of background den-
tation of Langmuir wave and whiistler wave by a non- sity inhomogeneity is negligible in companson with
uniform HF healer wave in a nonunifotiiw iorospheric that of the finite instability zone. Therefore. f(:) can be
plasma. apprc.(imately expressed as

J("- -,(I +z2iA- )-(1!4)[(p+ v&iV,

3. ANALYSIS -i:+i(A-t-)]-(2)

After being Laplace-transformed in time. equatons
(7) and (8) caa be written as

/ ', where--l V A =(eim) [o (z)kico o,(o), -f)p+v, + V1 O A, (em[ °()i "W(O -z - (elm) "[k,.Ii,(w,-6)/w ,o,(woo-f2o)"] /Vi V,.

p(-ik'-2)a ( The eigenvalue of (14) needs to be determined for
finding the threshold fields of the heater wave and the

"*,, * ?" growth rates of the instability. The requirement of
Kp* V,+ i-- V2 ,}A, threshold fields is, in general, imposed by two additive

effects. They are the collisional loss of excited modes
(e/ml)[fi,(W ,-6)k/ o ,(Z)(W 0-fo)] and the convective loss across the boundaries of finite

.aA.exp(-': 12)±a-o~z) (10) instability zone. These two effects are evaluated sep-
arately as follows.

wherep is the Laplace transform variable, A, = Yj'a ]
and -2 = .. '[a 2., where .Y [ ]- J= ]exp (-pt) di rep- (a) Collisional loss
resents the Laplace transform; ao(z) and a,(z) are We first consider the damping of excited modes due
the initial values of a, and a2, respectively. In the to collisions by letting A -o ,. It is equivalent to the

i °. ...M
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study of instability in a uniform., unbounded iono- w% 17l = 0. 1,2.... stands for the number of modes
spheric plasma. Then. A1 and f (z) become spatially .igenfunction P(:) between the two turning

independent functions: equation (13) reduces to - and z,.
'integral in (21) can be expressed in terms of

= z-[(p + i/V1 [(p +v 2.)i V.]. (1 6 complete elliptic integral for numerical analysis. How-

Note that j = 0. k' = 0 because of the neglect of bac" ever, this integral can be much simplified for :,IA << 1.
ground density mhomogeneity (i.e.. L - o). and a simple approximate form of (21) results as

The dispersion relation of the instability, deter-
mined from equation( I1), is obtained by settingf 2  0 - /A - [(2m + I)/:AJ '. (22)
which leads to the growth rates (P) of the instability Substituting (20) into (22) to eliminate z, and con-
to be sidering the m = 0 case for the requirement of lowest

p (Ii2){ -(v, +vV)[(v,-, 2}. thresholds. we obtain the growth rate of the insta-
bility. It is

(17)
p = [2V, V,/LA(V, + V,)I[(2A) 3/(l + A)- 1/2]

Taking p 0 in t17). we derive the threshold con-
dition for exciting the instability (23)

Setting p = 0 in (23) leads to the following expression
S(v-v 2)o, 1 Qk 2)' 2. (18) for the threshold fields of heater wave

(h) Conrectire loss re___---o , i (24)

We next examine the effect of the finite instability zone.
namely, the convective loss of excited modes which is where w, = (4nie-no/m)
assumed to dominate over the collisional damping
loss in determining the thresholds of the instability.
In this case. equation (15) is simplified to be 4. DISCISSION

f(:) = (1 + -- :A-)- (1/4) We have formulated a mechanism whereby whistler
wave and Langmuir wave can be parametrically ex-

X (p(v, +v,)!V, Vj 2-(I2A). (19) cited by an HF heater in the overdense ionospheric

In obtaining (19). we have also assumed that -V.A. heating experiments at Tromso. Norway. The required
- threshold fields of heater wave are derived and

The zeros off(-) are then found to be examined separately for two cases, wherein either

= +A{47: V iV ;/p-3(V V)- the collisional loss or convective loss is considered
-- to be the dominant damping process of the pro-+ 2(V, V,1A) '1 - I}1' 2

posed instability. A quantitative analysis of the
=-,. (20) instability is carried out here with the following

These are the positions of two real turning points for parameters: o,0 2i = 4.04 MHz. f,2= 1.4 MHz.
equation (14). which has the following solutions: VI = 1.3 x 10'ms ', A - 150m, v, - 500HW. and

It is found that both calculations of the threshold
'P'(z) =f-' (:)exp 2i (')dz" for z > ZI fields from (18) and (24) have nearly the same mag-

nitude, i.e. I vm, . Tnis indicates that the collisional - -

1 loss and convective loss play equally important roles
"(f) I'z)ex f (:') d:"' for: <:. as the linear damping mechanisms of the proposed

instability. The effective threshold field imposed by
well behaved at z 4 . Thus. spatially localized both damping mechanisms is, therefore. V2vm -

'.

but temporally growing modes exist provided that a The growth rate of the instability with the effective
positiveeigenvaluep can be found from the eigenvalue threshold field can be calculated from (23) with modi-
equation defined by the Bohr-Sommerfeld quan- fled width (A') of the first peak of the heater wave -

tization condition (LANDAU and LwsHiTz. 1965) energy distribution. The modified width is given by
A' A(l -x)/(l +x)] 1 2 where x = 8,,/a0 and c,k is

(in+ !)7 = (21) the threshold field (given in (18)) imposed by the col- 3" I., lisional loss as the dominant damping-mechanism.
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Conceptually. the width modification results from the waves excited concomitantly with whistler waves at
reduction of heater wave energy by collisions. Tromso may have a much broader frequency band-

The effective threshold fields (~- 1.4 vm -') of the width than those excited by the parametric decay
instability can be exceeded by the peak field intensity instability. The frequency bandwidth of excited Lang-
of pump waves transmitted from the Tromso HF muir waves is determined by the wave frequency of
heater, especially after the swelling effect on the wave excited whistler waves. Stimulated electromagnetic
field has been taken into account. If the effective field emissions with a broad frequency band were indeed
intensity of heater wave near the reflection height is observed in the Tromso heating experiments.
assumed to be 3vm-'. whistler waves with fre- ckoldenn-hsokwspordbN gat

quecie ragin frm afewten ofk~zup o. ay. ATM-88 16467 and the AFOSR grant AFOSR 88-0127 at
several hundred kHz can be excited in a few seconds Polytechnic University. and by NASA grant NAG 5-1055 at
according to (23). The theory predicts that Langmuir Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF HF-ENHANCED PLASMA LINES-

* IS. P. Kuo and A..Y. Ho

*Weber Research Inftitute, Polytechnic University

- M.C.L.Ie

Plasma-Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract The temporal evolution of HF-enhanced plasma fioningear fpg ate the effect of geomagnetic field is ne-
lines (H0PLs) is investigated theoretically. The HFPLs refer glected. Their nonlinear daiping mechanism is based oft res-
to the radar echoes at frequencies near the sum and difference onant velocity diffusioh bf chargedparticles in the beat wave
of the radar frequency and the HF heater wave frequency. fields (i.e. nonlinear Landau damping), which becomes much
These enhanced sectral lines are cauged by-backscatter of less effective than thatcaused byorbit (spatial) diffusion
radar signals fromplasma waves having awavenumber of 18 mechanism [Dum and-'Dbpree, 1970 in. the_ magnetized
m-1. A nonlinear theory has been developed to explain both plasma if there is no specific cyclotron resonance involved.
the intensity overshoot and altitude expansion of HFPLsob- .Inthe heating experiments conducted by Djuth and Sulzer at
served at Arecibo, Puert6 Rico [Djuth and Sulier, 1989] with Arecibo in April;- 1988, the HF heater was operated in a pulse
good agreement. mode of 1 tinutv on and 9 minutes-off. During these obser-

vations,- the HF heater wasoperated at 5.1 MEi and approxi-
Introduction mately- 80 MW effective radiated power was- transmitted.

Radar- measurements- with improved altitude and-tempbral
Parametric instability plays an important role in ionospheric resolution were made in the cxperiments to investigate the time

HF heating erperiments to produce various nonlinear plasma evolution of both the intensity and location of HFPLs. The
phenomeni. 'One of the most pronounced signature bf this observations showed iha, after the HF heater was turned on,

* | instability is the constanit observation of HF-enhanced plasma the intensity of HFPLs exhibited overshoots. During the

lines (HFPLs) at Arecibo, Puaerto Rico, which refer to th6 en- same time period, the altitude interval of HFPLs also ex-
hanced backscatter spectrum of the Arecibo 430 M~lz radar panded t6an extent greater than that predicted by a linear the- •

* signals at frequencies near 430 MHz ±fHF [e.g. Carlson et ory. The upper cutoff altitude (- 275.8 Kin) was very close
al., 1972]. Here fHF is the frequency of the HF heater wave. to the reflection point of HF wives in the ionospheric plasma.
The enhanced radar echoes atthese two sidebands provide While the location of HFPLs never exceeded the HF reflection
useful information on the characteristic features of- those height, it could generally extend downward over 1 to 2 kilo-
parametrically excited upgoing and downgoing plasma waves. -meters within 30 50 milliseconds after the HF heater was
One of the interesting characteristics of the observedHFPLs at turned on [see Figure I of Djuth and Sulzer, 1989].
Arecibo is the plasma line overshoot phenomenon [Showeni A theoryis offered in the present paper to explain this newly
and Behnke, 1978; Showen and Kim, 1978). observed downward extension of altitude interval of the

This overshoot phenomenon was further investigated in re- HFPLs. The proposed theory is basedon the "fake", heating
cent experiments on the temporal evolution of HFPLs by of the bulk plasma by excited Langmuir waves [e.g. Segdeev
Djuth et al. [1986]. The experimental results at high HF and Galeev, 1969, pp 63-64]. In addition to parametric in-
power (80 MW ERP) showed that the HFPLs exhibited an stabilities, strong turbulence processes involving the produc-
initial growth for a few tens of milliseconds before reaching a tion of cavitons/solitons have been suggested as. possible
maximum intensity, and then dra ically reduced their strength sources of HF-enhanced plasma waves in the Arecib6 idb-
in a time period of a secoid. An int6rpretation of this phe- sphet. [e.g. DuBois et al., 1990;, Pane et al., 19841. The
nomenon has been offered in Kuo et al. [1987], suggesting "fake heating" should occur regardless of the source of in-
that anomalous damping introduced by incoheren t scattering duced Langmuir-aves. TO illustrate the effect, we will use
of electron orbits by the excited plasma waves results in a parametric instability theory so that Langmuir wave intensities
mode competition process. It is found that anomalous damp- can be more readily alculated and the modal equations

-ing is generally larger for plasma waves with greater propaga- derived in our previous work addressing the plasma line over-
tion angles with respect to the geomagnetic field. Hence, the sot phenomenon [Kuo etal., 19871 can bedirectly:incorpo-
plasma waves picked up by the Arecibo430 MHz radar at the rated in-the present-study. An-"apparent" increase in the
propagation angle of, approximately, 400 can be suppressed plasma temperture,which is pPortional to t energy den-

by those phOpa1t sallerangles after tht heiteir is on for sity-of excited~ni -kwaves, can cause the lowering of the
about a second. Similarmode competition proessl g to resonant location of HFPLs picked up-by the radar. Thus,

asma line eishoot has also been co nsiduin the ifly followingthe- grwth fd i aturafion-of Li fuirswaes an
work by Perkins et-aL (1974]. In tIf rotiulation of- the expaftsion of the orginating'atiwdter6tfHPm*s e

tected.
copyright- i.990_--by the Aserican m~py~~i~in '~~adNcleur
fapeic fimbe9GL02O7O - - -A Lnmi wave are ex~cted by HFhcater vis parmti
060948276I9O/90GL 0 00-- - - decay k- bltterwiefelscnafc lcrmmt~
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and cause diffusion in the velocity space. Such a diffusion our earlier work [Kuo et al., 1987] on the study of HFPLs
process can be described by a quasilinear equation-whereii the overshoot phenomenon. They are
diffusion coefficient can be separated into two parts. One part
arises from the resonant interaction of waves with electrons dWdt = [-ecos0 - Po - 2je - ilIol2]I0 (3)
and only very few electrons contribute to this part of the dif-
fusion coefficient By contrast, the nonresonant (or adiabatic) and-
wave-electron interaction involves the main body of the d0ddt -{bsin 360 cos 4Od[sin3O0 + bleosin5OcosSO0O
plasma distribution in the plasma oscillations.

The oscillatory kinetic energy associated with the excited
Langmuir waves increases with the fie!d intensity of the + (2 - 5sin 2Oocos2 O)(-o.cosOo - fo.1 - 9e1eoo,2] }

waves and the main body of the plasma appears to be heated.
This effective heating of electrons by Langinuir waves leads to J°eo[OcsO - N. - 24 - Iel2]Iosin2Ocos2OdO (4)
the apparent increment in the electron temperature by, =C
XkEk2/4,n, where Ei is the spectral intensity of Langmuir wher b = o 32/3iSBo2m 2, : ox2/t, Wo -2wxk 0 , joe
waves and ne is the -background electron density [e. g. 2(3t+PkO), = (Aklko)3f2ekolf2/(47sinnmemo-Cr)lf 2, and
Sagdeev andGaleev, 1969]. Consequently, the dispersion d - [hac2ko2sin2O/2Bo2io 021 °.JIsin2'cos0'd0' ; 0 is
relation of Langmuir waves has the following modified form: determined via Wo cos 0 - 13. - 2-d0 - te.I0. =0 in equation

t2 = 0p2+02sin2e+3kt 2 T4)/+me where o(0 COpe, k11 1, (3) becauseplasma wave with this propagation angle have
me and Te have the standard meaning and 0 is the propagation growthae w t ro (metoiale have

z ero nonlineargotratec= eE2(memjoc)U2. ko= a2
angle of Langmuir wave with respect to the geomagnetic field. cos 20/41l 2 and 3 = vd4 ; 2E, Coo, c., and vd are the ampli-
Note that Ea and oj_ are fixed by the relations IEA± = tude of the HF heater wave,*the heater wave frequency, the
+(21ER:±ljF) [Showen, 1979]-for the radar detected HFPLs, ion acoustic speed, and the electron-ion collision frequency,
where ER is the wavevector of the radar signal and CO= -OHF reSpdively, Ji defined by (cd/4Xr/)IW2(TJrT 2exp[-Td2Ti
from the frequency matching condition of the parametric in- -3/2] is proiortional to the ion Landau danping rate ; Ak/k
stability. In order to maintain the maximum growth rate of the given by (-J2)0o)1o/kovm2 is the bandwidth of spectral lines
parametric decay instability, it requires that cop 2+3k, 2?/m, contributing to the anomalous damping rate of the Langmuir
remain a constant so that the sideband of the instability pro- cascading process ; h = 2kd/Ako and vw is the electron
cess can always satisfy the dispersion relation. Consequently, thermal speed defined by (TTU)t2.
the matching altitude of the radar detected HFPLs has to move The three coupled equations (2)-(4) describe the temporal
downward for a smaller ow because plasma heating occurs at evolution of x, 10 and 0 which correspond to the altitude of
altitudes below the F peak. The instability of Langmuir waves HFPLs, the spectral intensity of excited plasma waves, and
associated with HFPLs in the original height will, however, the maximum propagation angle of plasma-waves; respec-
continue to grow as long as the instability thresholds are still tively. For a numerical analysis, we rewrite these equations in
exceeded by the heater wave field. Then, the lowering of the terms of the dimensionless variables X = x/L, = 2 0 t, and I0
HFPLs' matching altitude actually represents the expansion of = Ie4zn Te as follows:
the originating altitude interval of the detected HFPLs. This
process of lowering the matching altitude of HFPLs can be =d -A(Io.(d0Jdt)+j0°°(dIdt)d0 (5)
described by dOpe2/dt = -3(kA/n%) dx/dt.

A linear density profile is assumed for the heated iono- dWd = [C12COS20 - 1 -Bcos58sin20Jf'Iosin20'
sphere, i.e., Coe 2 = to.2(l+x/L), where L is the linear scale
height of the ionospheric density and *Ope2 is the electron cos'dO' - Ccos-20sin-lt/0Iolt2]I (6)
plasma frequency at the initial location of the concerned
HFPLs. Then, the above equation can be written as dOod = -(Bsin30Ocos40o/f24x2sin 20o +-4.

dx/dt = -(3kA2L/mo)p,2)d/dt (1) sin2O8cosS8O + (2 - 5sin2Ojcos2 0 ).

showing the temporal change of the height of the detected -

HFPLs. Let ke = 4,rsinOfdkk2E2 represent the spectral in-
tensity of Langmuir waves propagating at the-same angle 0
with respect to the geomagnetic field. Thus, r is defined-to be =- - -).
- -

" Jod0/4 her e Os- the averaged maximum -0ectrd where Ci = Cd/C _ = 2(1U3)if,-A.3k:tc2,Capo,B =

angle of the excited- lang- waves [Ktlo aiii 1987] -- -nd C T/ pal;-

prss -r~ - :-1

Substituting thisexp o into yields N 2 vt. Using the r m R t to the Arecibo lfeadp
dx/d M 4462ilxj~j ).d~,d 0 1Add] (2) e xp e nmine n ys-v,1 7 A ax10n S_ l.SxlO ieT f

where 00 and 19 arego led byr the mequiosdrvdn plmaoddtcied by the 4 30 MzdAr),ia5011
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and al 2.0, we then have P_= 125 Hz 131 31.8- n/sec, A HFPLs to be 1.1 kilometers. These theoretical results agree
= 150,-B 120 and C = 0.325. -Thus, the time dependence well both qualitatively and quantitativcly with the observations
of the matching altitude and intensity of HFPLs can be deter- [Djuth and Sulzer, 1990].
mined byintegrating equations (5-(7). In the formulation fof present theory, mode !om f.tition

Shown in Figure 1 is the numerical result of temporal evo- mechanism is included for overshoot while cascading m-cha-
lution of the spectral intensity 14(p of the Langmuir waves nism is included for the saturation of the plasma-lines. Only
simulating that detected by the Arecibo 430 MHz radar at the when the first mechanisrii dominates over the second mecha-
angle of 400 with respect to the geomagnetic field The _ob- nism, overshoot can occur. Therefore, it is useful to find out
served overshoot phenomenon ofI HPLsdis successfully re- the relationship between overshoot phenomenon and the HF
produced by our model. Further, the calculated evolution of intensity. The.'dependence of the overshoot intensity and
the HFPLs height is presented in Figure 2, showing that the oveshoot time on the pump intensity are concenied.
matching altitude of HFPLs moves downward as the instabil- Lettl, t2and t3 represent thetimes for the plasma line in-
ity grows. The evolution of the "fake"temperature nt tensity to reach-its peak,thidn p to one-half and then one-
'r is also shown in the same figure. As mentioned before, this tenth of its peak value, respectively. Note that tx appoaches
represents the expansion~of the originating. region of the infinity.if this plasma line does not overshoot The depen-
IIFPLs because the Langmuir waves responsible for I3FPLs deuce of these characteristic times on the heaterintensity is
are excited not only from their original location but also ex- displayed in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Shown in Figure 4 is the
tending to a lower altitude dueto "fake heating"-of electrons deIendence of the peak intensity of HFPLs on the heater in-
by the Langmuir waves. The calculated distance offlowering tensity. The results show that both overshoot times and peak
is 0.05 times of the ionospheric scale height (L) after the H-F intensity of HFPLs decrease generally with the heater inten-
heater is turned on for 50 milliseconds. The ionospheric scale sity. It is also shown that the overshoot phenomenon occurs
height, L, deduced from the experiments is about 22 kilome- only when the heater intensity exceeds the threshold of the
ters, leading to the expansion of originating altitude intefval of parawetic decay insiability by a value cc, - 1.42. These pre-

dictions await to be corroborated in the future experiments.
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The coupling of hydromagnetic Alfv~n waves is studied numerically in adipole-
field model of the magnetosphere. The two coupled hydromagnetic equations
dlerived by Radoski are solved as an ip-etbudy'alue problem. namnely
thle boundary- conditions at the iaspnctpause are determinedl self-consistently.
Thus the calculated wave-field distribution inside the magnetosphere can
match all known linear characteristic fibatures of the stormtxne Pe.5 waves
observed on 14/15 November 1979 from satellites A set. of proper boundary
eonditions is found. excellent aereeinent between the numerical results and
observations is demonstrate-d. Based on the very lim~ited spatial coverage
(L :t 6-6 and within a latitvdial regiun (-!0*. 100)), of the data provided
bv the satellites, the theoretical model can successfully -reconstruct the global
micropulsad~ons in the magnetosphere and identify the source regions of
hvdromagnetic waves.

1. Introduction

Recent observations of a storitinie Pc5 ef~-t, during 1-i/15 -November 1979.
near Lreosvnchrorious orbit IfHigbie e-t td. 1982: Takahashi. Higbie & Baker 198~i)
provide comprelzensiv; data on the characteristic features of the storwtime 1'C5
waves, where Pei waves appear as geomagnetic flucturtions having their
oscillation periods int the range from !50 to 600 s. This event was characterized
by long-duration (5 ~highly compressional magnetic perturbation. and

modulation in energetic particle fluxes. The azimuthal phase ve!.*city 11 I
4-14 kni s-1 and ,,zimuthal wavenumber -n =204120 were ieasured. However..
the field-aligned structure of the storrmtime PC-) waves was not reported until
recently by Takahashi 4 al. (1987). M'ilgnetic field data from the four sattellites
SCATHA (P78-2). GOES2. GOES3 and G EOS2 have been ianalysed to examine-
the wave structure alonig the ambient. magnetic field line (L 6-06) within a
latitudinal region (-10'. 100). Five distinct features have been identified. It-has
been observed that the compressional com ponent, of the wave has a nlode near
the equator. offering evidence of ;kn antisymnietric st-anding-wAve strueture,
while the transverse component has a symmetric standinig-*ave structure with

aantinode natheqao.orornodes for the transveise companents
at several degrees off the dipole equator have also been observed. They indicate
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that these components of the mnagnetic perturbation have a very short parallel
waveleng-th about 3R,. which isi much shorter than 30R, for &h fundamnental
mode of the shear wave at L ;:t 6-6. For the wave frequeney of 00f*2 Hz. the
field-aligned phase speed of the PeS wave is estimated to be about 40 kmn s-1. an
order of lnagnitudie lower than the estimated Alfv~n speed (Takahashi -I al.
19853). It has been shown that the two iransverse components of the wave have
different wavelengths, as evidenced by the result that their nodes are located at
different, magnetic latitudes. One possible cause leading to this result. suggested
by Takahashi el al. (1987). is the inbonmogeneity of the magnetosphere along the
field line. The ielative phase among the magnetic field wrmponents3 is either 0'.
4-900 or 1800. and changest- by 180" as the observing satellites move accoss the
nodes of the wave. The compressionali compc-nent oscillates W0 oit of phase
with the aziuthal component. It oscillates, however. either in phase or 1800
out of phase with the radial component. An interpretation of these relationships
based on wave propagation in an inhomogeiieous medium is also provided- TFhe
last of the identified features is the presence of harmonics. This is manifested by
the wave forip af the compressional magnetic field component. which oscillates
In time with dlifferent heights for two consecutive peaks. This feature is
associate-d with the n':nlincaritv (if the l'iasina.

M1any trechanismrs have been suggested to explain the excitation of the
storrntime Pei wavez,. These ilude the drift mnirror instability (Hasegawa
90). bounce drift resonance excitation of ULF waves (.Southivood 19716). drift

I.OrnueS'sional instability (H&segawal 1971: Ne. Patel & Char, 198-4) ;,nd
coupling 6!tw-ieen a drift mirror wave and a shear Alfvtemi wave - Walker P! ji-
1982). Recently. Cheng & Lin (1987) performed a comprehensive eigenivode
analysis for both 'he drift mirror and drift comipressional instabilitics. The
rve-ults show thiat two of the five features deduced from the observations. the
antisvinnnetric standig-wavc. structure atid the phase relations among the field
components. can be explained by the eigetimod1e structures of the drift mirror
inlstabilitV in the dwpom!e magnetic field configruration. Howe-ver. the Idifficulti' in
using the drift mirror instability to interpret storratime Pei5 wares comes frmm
-the instability condition. Using the :3 ATHA Indta17e-0ke)
Takahashi 4i !1. (17) have shown that the instability conItion -annot be
satisfied. They- have, also shown that all t,*me existing theories have--limited

scesin exp laining the results of th- event. It is-thcrefore recoganizedl that a-
new theorvtic-.d development to-expiain the excitation mechanism of Ftrntime
Pc-5 wavei is desinible.

Information en the spatial Atructure of' .he waves, both radial and latitudinal
variations. seims to plya kyrole ir~ gudn te theoretical development.
Howrever. only '-er.- hamited spattial coverage of the data provided by the
-saelits--savailable. In the pres-ni work, we study theoretical *the vo pliit

amnd prapagatirm of hydroinagnetic waves in the dipole-field model of the
tognetosphere. The set- ,f coupled hydrongignetic "rave equations (Radoski
1967) is solve-d numerically. -The solution satisfics- the pedt'-et-conductor
boundary conditions at the ionosphere. tognther with the imposed wave
stracturets drawn by Takahashi el al -. (1987)-oin the magnetospheric, storm
-events during 14/15 -November 1979. The local data obtained by satellites aire
ihen used Alo-reconsiruct the -global Nyave structures of the event in terms of
hvrdroziiaenetic waves in the magnetosphere. Them boundary conditions at the

Ft
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magnetopause are determined self-consistently so that the spatial dependence
of the solutions along tile L = 6'6 line matches all four linear features drawn
from the satellite data (Takahashi el al. 1987).

Section 2 describes the dipole-field model of the magnetosphere and tht
coupled hydroniagnetic wave equations used in the following numerical
analysis. The numerical results and a comparison with the satellite data are
presented in §3. A summary of the present work and conclusions are given in
§4. The method of numerical analysis is briefly described in an Appendix.

2. Governing equations
It is generally believed that geomagnetic micropulsations are associated with

hydronmagnetic waves that can be excited through different types of plasma
instabilities in the magnetosphere or on its boundary, or in the solar wind. In
general, the sourecs of these plasma instabilities can be conside.ed to be
localized in comparison with the range of the magnetosphere. Therefore only a
source-free hvdromagnetie wave equation will be used in the following to study
the propagation of hydromagnetie waves in the magnetosphere. The MIHD
equations are used for the analysis of hydromagnetic perturbations in the
magnetosphere. which can be considered to be an ideal MIHD system. It is then
straightforward to convert the IMHD equations into the ideal MHD wave
equation. which is a single second-order time-derivative equation for the wave
electric field E:

-2 = A x {A x [V x (V x E)}. (1)

where A = Bo/(4rrp) is the Alfv~n-wave velocity.
An orthogonal dipole co-ordinate system is employed to describe the wave

propagation in the magnetosphere. The unit vectors are along the principal
normal to the field line ( ). parallel to the field line (a.) and in the azimuthal
direction (4k) respectively. More specifically, the co-ordinates are given by V
(sin"O)/F. which is constant along a dipolrfield line, t =(cosO)/r. which is
constant along an orthogonal trajectory of the dipole field lines, and ?'. which
is the ordinary azimuthal spherical polar co-ordinate; F = r/Re is the normalized
radius in spherical co-ordinates.

Having a time-harmonic dependence of the form e". and an oscillating
longitudinal variation of the form e m" . the two scalar components of (1) in the
dipole model of the magnetosphere become (Radoski 1967)

H,= 2C imHt 0- CO, (2)

HO+ ,%+ =- (H,. 2-v.. (3)

Here Y is related to P and It through the relation Vp+/1'F 1,2pl

1 _'(v+ 4/#2 P)
Hi = T ,t 2  

IA

[(v+4 Azy) Viip

-A
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with E, the toroidal component of the way electric field.

with E, the poloidal component of the wave electric field. and p is the plasma
mass density, with the spatial dependence p = p0(1/r-)', where p0 is the plasma
mass density on the earth and it is an aijustable positive density index. Since
a dipole magnetic field T

I

B2  (v +2 411p~
eR 3 y

1 2!

is assumed, W4' ()R To +4T5 1

Equations (2) and (3) describe twvo basic types of hydromagnetic waves. One
is called the guided or toroidal mode; it channels its energy only along the
magnetic field lines of forces. The other. called the isotropic or poloidal mode,
propagates equally in all directions at the Alfv6n speed (Radoski 1976). In
general. these two modes are coupled to each other through the inhomogeneities.
as shown by the coupling terms on the right-hand sides of (2) and (3). However.
for the special case of axial symmetry. mr= 0. (2) and (3) become decoupled. and
thus these two modes are separate. In this case (2) and (3) represent the
eigenequations of the toroidal and poloidal modes respectively. Along the
magnetic field line (ji). the phase velocity of the toroidal mode has magnitude
equal to the local Alfv~n speed. Hence the toroidal mode is sometimes also
called the Alfv~n mode. On thle other hand. the poloidal mode propagates
isotropically. with total phase speed equal to the Alfv~n speed. While (B, E.)
represent the field components of the toroidal mode. (B,,, B,,. E,') represent those
of the poloidal mode. The corresponding fluid velocity perturbations are found
to be in the j and directions respectively. V',, the response of E,, is
perpendicular to the wave propagation direction. which is in the (. )plane
(for the m, = 0 case). while V,. the response of E., has a component along the
propagation direction. On the basis 59 the shear com~ressional features of the
velocity responses. the shear (or slow) and the compressional (or fast) modes are
also called the toroidal and poloidal modes respectively.

Since the toroidal mode only channels its energy along the magnetic field. it
resonates only with the local field line, and its oscillating frequency is. in
general. characterized by the length of the associated geomagnetic field line.
Hence periods of geomagnetic micropulsations associated with such field-line
resonant modes vary with the L value of the field line. It is believed that such
field-line resonant modes are directly responsible for the geomagnetic
micropulsations (Dungey 1954: Chen & Hlasegawa 1974: Radoski 1974: Chen &
Cowley 1989). On the other hand. the energy of the poloidal mode can flow
across the field line and fill the volume of the magnetosphere. The characteristics
of the poloidal mode depend on the size of the magnetosphere, which is a feature
of the cavity mode (see e.g. Kuo. Lee & Wolfe 1987). Without coupling
(m = 0), the field-line resonant mode (toroidal mode) will not respond
to perturbations starting outside the field-line resonance region. However,

perturbations in the magnetosphere, in general, stem from the solar wind,
which is outside the magnetosphere. Therefore the study of the general case
(m 0), with coupling between toroidal and poloidal modes. is clearly crucial

wiLh E,. the I
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to the understanding of dynamical processes such as magnetospheric
substorms resulting from the solar-wind-magnetosphere interaction.

For solving (2) and (3). the boundary conditions must be specified. We
assume that the magnetosphere extends from L = 2 to L~ = 10. the ionosphere
is a perfect conductor. and the tangential components of the electric field at the
inner boundary arc zero. These assumptions lead to the fixed boundary
conditions P(v, /t = ±0-25) = 0 =T(v, I = ± 025). where P = ir, and T = c,
The boundary conditions at the magnetopause, P(v, = 0 1. It) and T6v = 0-1. /1).
are generally imposed by an external source such as the solar wind. They canl
thus be assumed to be any functions of It varying with the physical situation.
For good agreement between numerical results and reeently reported
observational data (Takahashi et al. 1987). the boundarv conditions at 1, 0-1
are found to be of the form

-0 0. 1- 1) =P0(1I) Sil kH 72} (4)

where P (pi) is a spatially distributed sinueoidal perturbation. q is an odd ilitcger
less than nine, and k is the harmonic number of the sinusoidal perturbation. For
practical reasons. the toroidal mnode at the outer boundary is cut-off. i.e. T =0
in the frequency range of the observed perturbations. 'Using the relations
(lerived from Faraday'~s law.

I-I--i. 0- (6)
B9 P2  P I ()

Im

B i p L. a'Ti

the numerical solutions for the magnetic field can be determined from the
solutions for the ecetric field.

3. Numerical results and comparison with observations
In the appendix our numerical method is described and the coupled equations

(2) and (3) are converted into two difference equations (A 1) and (A 2) for
numerical analysis. Equations (A 1) and (A 2 are then solved to obtain the
numerical solutions ofthe coupled hydromagnetic wave equaticns (2) and (3).
The local data acquired by four satellites during the occurrence of the magnetic
substorm event on 14/1-5 Novemb-r 1979 will be used to prescribe conditions
to be matched by the zr a solutions. These data on magnetic fluctuations
were recorded with flux-gate magnetometers. The geostationary satellites
GOES2, GOES3 and GEOS2 were located at the geographic equator, with
geographic longitudes of 1070 W, 135 0 W and 150 E. which correspond to
magnetic latitudes of 9' t 50 N and re N, by taking-centred dipole graphic co
ordinates. oCATHA had an elliptical orbit with an orbital period of 236 h. The
apogee and perigee were 7Rm and 5-3R, respectively, and the inclination of the

• i [ F C'a

i <,:,- .],
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GOES3. and by Knott (1982) with GEO82.
A normalized quantity

B . B,2> + B 2> + Bi2(9)

was introduced in Takahashi et al. (1987) to describe thle relative amplitudes of
each component of the magnetic field, which varies wvith magnetic latitude.
Here a = 1'. 0' or /t, and <B,,> is the mean-square amplitude of the magnetic field
component, which was obtained by integrating its power-spectral (density over
the frequency range of the wave. In the same spectral analysis the relative
phase of the magnetic field components was also calculated. The relative phase
of comiponent a with respect to component,#3 is (denoted by

The best match of numerical results with observational data is found when
the harmonic numbers of the sinusoidal perturbation of the poloidal mode at
the magnetopause as given by (4) are 31 = 20. k = 4 and q = i. Thle normalized
wave electric field at the magnetopause with the boundary condition (4) has the
form shown in figure I1. Equations (A 1) and (A 2) are then solved to ob~tain the
field distributions in the entire magnetosphere. The consistency of the numerical
results with observations is checked as follows. The numerical results for the
magnetic field around the equator in the magnetic latitudinal range - I1V < A
,< 110 at a radial distance L ;: 6-6, i.e. P = 0-1515, are extracted for comparison.I

The ionospheric boundary is chosen to be about 1-8 4R. in our model. Following
the same procedure as Takahashi et al. (1987) for data analysis, the normalized
amplitude and the relative phase are de-termined by the numerical solutions of
the coupled hydromagnetic wvave equations as shown in figures 2 and 3. These

results can now be compared directly with the observational data) summarized
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in figures 5 and 6 of Takahashi et al. (1987. hereinafter referred to as ref. 1).
Excellent agreement is found between our numerical results (i.e. figures 2 and
3) and the observations (i.e. figures 5 -ad 6 of ref. 1).

As stated in § 1, five distinct features have been identified from the
observational data. These features are the basis for the further test of the
theoretical results. First, the property o2 B. having short parallel wavelength of
a few earth radii (about 3 R,) as shown in figure 5 (c) of ref. I is reproduced by
the numerical result shown in figure 3(c) for B,, As shown in figures 5(a) and (b)
of ref. 1, the nodes of/B and B v appear at different locations, indicating that
these two wave components have different parallel wavelengths. Such a
mutiple-wavelength phenomenon also appears in the numerical results as can
be seen from figures 2(a) and (b) on comparing the locations of the nodes of B,.
and B. The antisymmetric standing-wave structure found in figure 5(c) of
ref. 1 is also reproduced by the numerical results shown in figure 2(c).

The relative phases between each pair of magnetic field components are
obtained by calculating the latitude dependence of the relative amplitude of the
pair. The relative amplitude between the v and Vf components. for example. is
defined as <B .

(10)-- 2 + <B2>

where a = v' or it. The relative phases for the three different components are
evaluated and displayed in figure 3. They agree quite well with the observational
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FIGuRE 4. Normalized magnetie field of radial eomponelt (I = 20. k = 4. q = 5.

results shown in figure 6 of ref. 1. Both the numerical and observational results
show that B. and B,. oscillate 180 ° out of phase for 0 > 5' and in phase for
0 < .5: fi and B are out of phase by + 900.

The last feature deduced from the satellite data is the frequency doubling
often observed near the magnetic equator. The second-harmonic waves
observed by GEOS2 and GEOS3 appear along the field-line direction near
magnetic latitude A z 0-50 and along the fiz-muthal direction at magnetic
latitude A - 4-70 respectively. It is generally believed that the harmonic is due
to the nonlinear effect of the plasma. The present study only considers MHD
waves in a linear magnetospheric plsma. so the nonlinear harmonic generation
process cannot be revealed in the numerical results. Since the nonlinearity of
the magnetospheric plasma is weak because of the low plasma density. its effect
on the results of the presently extrapolated global reconstruction is expected to
be small.

As mentioned in § 1. the satellites* orbits cover only a small and specific region
of the magnetosphere. Hence the collection of the data by them is bounded in
a loegl region. By contrast. our numerical results are applicable to the entire =

magnetosphere. Therefore the present -work provides a way to use local
infoymation to reconstruct the global hydromagnetic waves in the mag-
netosphere. Consequently, detailed information on the coupling between the
toroidal and poloidal modes of hydromagnetic waves can be extracted. Figures 1
4-6 show the global structure of the three magnetic field cornponents. Their
local values at L 6-6 and -11 < A < 110 lead to the results shoewn in figures
2 and 3. The p axis (from-0 to (25) is directed alng-the magnetic field line and
covers-the region from the equator to the north pole. The other half of the field
distributions can- be obtained by its symmetrical counterpart. The v axis
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represents the outward direction of the field line: j,'= 0-1 (r =10R,) is at the
magnetopaus2. while P = 0-5 (r = 2R,) is at the ionosphere.

The global structure of the field components presented in figures 4-6 shows
that the dominant regions of the wave field in terms of its amplitude and spatial
variation are somewhere near the inner boundaries of the region inside L = 6-6.
This suggests that the location of the source of the instability responsible for the
observed Pc.5 wave at L =6-6 may not be at L 6-(6. Therefore the use of the
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SCATHA ion data to deduce if the drift mirror instability is the cause of the
observed Pc5 wave may not be conclusive. Although Takahashi el al. (1987)
have shown that the instability condition cannot be satisfied at L = 6"6. it is. ]
in fact. possible that the condition for drift mirror instability may be satisfied
at tile actual location of tile source of instability. which is near the inner
boundary of the magnetosphere as indicated in our theoretical analysis.

5. Summary and conclusion

We have investigated hydromagnetic oscillations of the geomagnetic field in
the earth's magnetosphere to explain low-frequency geomagnetic pulsations. A
dipole-field model of the magnetosphere is adopted for the analyses of the
problems. whereas the plasma density distribution is matched to in. sita
measurements with satellites. Considering an ideal MHD plasma, a hydro-
magnetic wave equation for the vector wave field is derived. In terms of the
dipole co-ordinates, this equation is then decomposed into two mixed-type
coupled partial differential equations with variable coefficients for two coupled
hydromagnetic wave modes. A numerical code has been deve.loped for solving
these two equations using a finite-difference technique. The stability of the
numerical scheme is examined by both the Fourier and matrix methods. using
the following procedure: the stability conditions are first determined by the
Fourier method and then checked by the matrix method. Since two different
methods are used. one can be sure that the stability conditions are determined
consistently. This code is emplo:.'2 +o ,tudy an implicit boundary-value
problem. namely finding the self-consistent boundary conditions at the
magnetopause so that the wave field distribution inside the magnetosphere
matches the characteristic features drawn from the data information obtained
by the satellites. Then. on the basis of local data. we can reconstruct the global
structure of the stormtime Pc5 waves in the magnetosphere.

The characteristic features of the hydromagnetic waves derived from our
theoretical model are found to be consist-nt with those of the observed
stormtime Pc5 waves. For instance, the compressional component of the waves
has an antisymmetric standing-wave structure evidenced by a node near the
equator, while the transverse component exhibits a symmetric standing-wave
structure with an antinode near the equator. That the two wave components
have different parallel wavelengths (referred as the multiple-wavelength
phenomenon) is also seen in our numerical results. The calculated relative
phases for the three wave components agree quite well with observations. The
appearance of a harmonic wave. which. however, cannot be reproduced by the
present mode!, is believed to originate from nonlinear effects of the
rnagnetoplasma.

The reconstructed global structure of the micropmlsations can provide useful
information on the mechanism(sj generating the stormtime Pc5 waves. Our
numerical results show that strong- variati6n and large wave structure occur
near the boundary of the magnetoplasmas spanning the magnetosphere and
ionosphere. This suggests that the sxurce(s) of instability mechanisms
responsible for the observed Pc5 waves are located-in that region, namely near
either the magnetopause or the ionosphere.

In conclusion, the global micropulsations in the magnetosphere can be
reconstruttedby -the present model. The success of this theoretical model has
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been demonstrated by comparing the numerical results with a 1979 event
(Takahashi et al. 1987) for which the stormtime Pc5 waves were measured by

the four geosynchronous satellites SCHATHA. GOES2. GOES3 and GEOS2.
This model has also identified the source regions of micropulsations to be at
eithpr the magnetopause or the ionosphere. Moreover. it can correlate
,geomagnetic activities inside the magnetosphere with solar wind activity in the
neighbourhood of the magnetopause. The present model has neglected possible
wave dissipation processes. We have assumed that the dissipation of waves in

the magnetosphere has been compensated by sources located at the boundaries.
This is realized by the fact that the observed waves were last for a long duration
of about 50 h.

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant
-No. AFOSR-88-0127. The numerical work was performed at the Pittsburgh

Supercomputing Center. supported by the National Science Fo'mdation. The
authors wish to thank Professor -Jerry Shmoys for critical comments on the
original manuscript.

Appendix. Numerical methods
The governing equations (2) and (3) cc! te a set of mixed-tylx coupled

partial differential equations (PDEs) with % .. Able coefficients. Equation (2) is
a parabolic type of PDE. while (3) is ofelliptic type. The two equations are first
converted into difference equations for numerical analysis. This is done by a
finite-difference technique using a staggered grid with grid incremnts Ap and
Av. Both of the employed computational grids are carefully 'hosen to ensure
second-order accuracy in the resulting system of algebraic equations. A fully
implicit scheme is used for this numerical algorithm. The resulting finite-
difference equations are
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FioRE 7. Dependenee of the minimum At, on nI. with 1/1 = 0-004.
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Methods are adopted to establish the stability conditions of the finite
difference scheme numerically. The Fourier method (Potter 1972) is first used
to examine parametrically the stability conditions of the designed numerical
seliemie. These conditions are then incorporated by applying the matrix method
(Ames 1977). This method is used to exemplify the validity of these stability
conditions. ,ince the designed algorithm is effective for a parametric study of
the stability conditions, the optimum parameters. which can increase the
accuracy of the numerical solution. can be determined together with the
stability analysis. For instance, considering the case of longitudinal mode
number m = 100, we find that the stability conditions of both methods are
satisfied for AF = 0-004 and Av > 0-01334. Hence the minimum Av = 0-01334 is
used in the numerical analysis. The numerical programs for the coupled
equations (2) and (3) and the stability analysis have been executed on the Cray
X-3tP/48 of the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center.I
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Using the same procedure to pertbrin the stability analysis f-)r diflerent ni
values, the dependence of the minimum .1i' on )i can be determined. The result
is shown in figure 7. which shows that the minimum Av decreases rapidly with
m for 20 < m < 40 and approach a constant value for in > 40. Since the
minimum Ar is smaller for larger i. the numerical solution is expected to
achieve better accuracy for the ease of layer tit.
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